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SECTION A – PROCEDURAL MATTERS


Open

The Mayor, Councillor John Katis assumed the Chair and declared the meeting open
at 7.00pm


Acknowledgement to Country

The Mayor, Councillor John Katis read the Acknowledgement to Country.


Prayer

The Chief Executive Officer, Dennis Hovenden read the prayer


Apologies

Nil

Resolved

That the apologies be accepted.



Confirmation of Minutes
1)
2)
3)

Ordinary Meeting held on 17 July 2012
Extraordinary Council Meeting held on 7 August 2012
Extraordinary Council Meeting held on 14 August 2012

1/12 Resolved
MOVED Councillor McPhee
That the minutes be confirmed.

SECONDED Councillor Croft
The Motion was put and CARRIED


Declarations of Conflict of Interest
-4–
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Councillor Cruickshank declared a conflict of interest in item B12.116 Swan Hill
Planning scheme amendment C40 North Park Panel Report, direct conflict of interest
as he is a retailer.
Councillor Croft declared a conflict of interest in item B12.116 Swan Hill Planning
scheme amendment C40 North Park Panel Report – having pre-empted his decision
with assisting the community with a petition.
Councillor Jennings declared a conflict of interest in item B12.105 Swan Hill Irrigation
Modernisation Project – As an irrigator on the Tyntynder flats she has an interest but
does not believe it is a conflicting interest because of community interest so she
would not have to leave the Chamber but just wanted to flag this.
Chief Executive Officer Dennis Hovenden declared a conflict of interest in item
B12.105 Swan Hill Irrigation Modernisation Project – A land owner out on the Little
Murray and would leave the chamber for that item and with leave he suggested to the
Council that Director David Leahy for that item sit in the Chair of the Chief Executive
Officer and provide any technical advise if needed for that item.
Councillor McPhee declared a conflict of interest in item B12.105 Swan Hill Irrigation
Modernisation Project – As an irrigator at Lake Boga, but as an interest in common
he would remain in the Chambers.


Receptions and Reading of Petitions, Memorials, Joint Letters and
Deputations

Nil
2/12 Recommendations
MOVED Councillor Jennings
That standing orders be suspended for Public Question Time.
SECONDED Councillor McPhee
The Motion was put and CARRIED
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Public Question Time

Gino Salvo – Question in relation to B.12.116 - B12.116 Swan Hill Planning scheme
amendment C40 North Park Panel Report.
Question: What have been the costs or how much has Council spent/incurred to
date on this proposed rezoning, including how much money is Council expected to
spend/budget for the expectation of implementing the Panel Hearing
recommendations, despite that “It is not unreasonable for Council to approach the
Victorian State Government to discuss the possible reimbursement of cost incurred.”
Councillor Cruickshank and Councillor Croft left the meeting at 7.03pm due to a
conflict of interest in item B12.116 Swan Hill Planning scheme amendment C40
North Park Panel Report which the question from Gino Salvo related to.
Chief Executive Officer Dennis Hovenden responded to the question responding to
the second part of the question first at this point of time whilst the panel report that is
before the Council has a series of recommendation before the Council and I will not
preempt what the Council will determine later in the agenda. And secondly at this
point in time the Council has been made aware that there has been ongoing
discussion and negotiations with a variety of community groups, those discussions
have not been finalized. At this point of time it is difficult to speculate as to what the
cost might be and indeed through the panel report the Council has and will consider
later, there are a number of other requirements that might need to be looked at with
the respect to the remaining North Park Oval and we certainly have not had further
discussions with the likes of the Mallee Eagles Junior Football Club. So therefore I
think that it not be appropriate to speculate as to how much those cost might be
however the Council has indicated that prior to making any decisions with respect to
any future requests for expenditure incurred by Council that all those matters are
relayed back to the Council so that a. the Council is aware and b. are then able to
ratify the decision of the negotiations with the various groups.
With respect to the first part of the question about the expenditure thus far, I have
indicated to the Council that the estimate thus far is in the order of around $100,000
dollars and that relates to items directly related to the panel hearing with respect to
expert evidence and planning advocate. It also relates to costs incurred through
Councils relocation of the for example the Swan Hill croquet club and the removal of
the buildings and again the Council was made fully aware of the costs etcetera and
the actions that were being undertaken. So at this point in time would indicate that
approximately $100,000 has been spent.

Councillors Cruickshank and Croft returned to the meeting at 7.06pm.
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3/12 Recommendations
MOVED Councillor Norton
That Standing Orders be resumed.
SECONDED Councillor Jennings
The Motion was put and CARRIED
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CORRESPONDENCE
CO.12.7

CORRESPONDENCE

CORRESPONDENCE

MINISTERIAL & GOVERNMENT OFFICES INCOMING (as attached)
 John Forrest, Federal Member for Mallee re: Regional Skilled Migration
Program.
 The Hon Peter Walsh, Member for Swan Hill re: Victorian Regional Skilled
Migration Program.
 The Hon Mark Butler, Minister for Mental Health and Ageing, Minister for
Social Inclusion, Minister Assisting the Prime Minister on Mental Health
Reform.
 The Hon Chris Bowen MP, Minister for Immigration and Citizenship re:
Victorian Regional Skilled Migration Program.

MINISTERIAL & GOVERNMENT OFFICES OUTGOING
 Marree McPherson, Chief Executive Officer, Victorian Local Government
Association re: Delegates for the VLGA.
 John Forrest, The Nationals Federal Member for Mallee re: ALGA Conference
– Murray River Group of Councils Canberra Advocacy.
 The Ted Baillieu,
Commissioner.

Premier

of

Victoria

re:

Victorian

Cross

Border

 Senator Bridget McKenzie, ALGA Conference – Canberra.
 The Hon Matthew Guy, Minister for Planning re: Planning Scheme
Amendment C41 – Swan Hill Bridge.
 Rob Spence, Chief Executive Officer Municipal Association of Victoria re:
Murray Darling Basin Plan 2012 ALGA Conference.
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 The Hon Peter Walsh, Member for Swan Hill re Future of the Swan Hill KODE
school.
 The Hon Peter Walsh, Member for Swan Hill re: Planning Scheme
Amendment C41 – Replacement at Swan Hill.
 Rob Spence, Chief Executive Officer Municipal Association of Victoria re:
MAV Transport Position Paper.
Recommendation

That the correspondence be accepted.

Attachments
1 Incoming Correspondence

4/12 Resolved
MOVED Councillor McPhee
That the correspondence be accepted.
SECONDED Councillor Jennings
The Motion was put and CARRIED
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SECTION B – REPORTS
B.12.105

SWAN HILL IRRIGATION MODERNISATION PROJECT

Source:
Department:
File Number:

Procedural
Infrastructure
98-13-00

Summary
The following report is provided as an update on the actions taken on the Swan Hill
Irrigation Modernisation Project and to seek Councils support for the project.

Council Plan Strategy Addressed

Infrastructure - Council seeks to ensure appropriate infrastructure to continue our
economic growth
Recommendations
It is recommended that Council:
1.

Provides in-principle support for the continuing development of the Swan
Hill Irrigation Modernisation Project, which includes lowering of the Little
Murray Weir, decommissioning of no 9 channel through Swan Hill and
reconfiguration of supply to Tyntynder.

2.

Enter into negotiations with Goulburn Murray Water on the appropriate
reinstatement of road infrastructure where the channel crosses public
roads and provide resources to assist the process.

Policy Implications
Support for irrigated agriculture is an action contained within the Economic
Development Strategy.
On farm works will need to comply with the Swan Hill Planning Scheme.

Financial and Resource Implications
Whilst no budget allocation has been made to the project presently, the works
associated with the reinstatement of road infrastructure at decommissioned crossing
points, may form part of future road reconstruction programs.
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Triple Bottom Line Impact
The project has a positive social impact as the decommissioning of the channel
through the city will provide an opportunity to create a public space for walking and
cycling and will remove an unsightly structure.
The financial impact to the community is positive as it is injecting investment into the
irrigation infrastructure in the region and creating employment opportunities during
the implementation of the project.
The project is prefaced on a basis of water savings and in order for the project to go
ahead the savings targets must be met. These savings will ultimately have a positive
effect on the broader environment.

Background
The Swan Hill Irrigation Modernisation Project contains three distinct components
and the success of each component is directly linked to each other. In order to
ensure a sustainable irrigation supply network for the Torrumbarry region, a number
of things need to occur to ensure that future generations of irrigators are not left with
an unmanageable financial burden by trying to cover the costs of out of date
infrastructure. The Swan Hill Irrigation District has the opportunity currently to
consolidate assets and modernise others to assist in reaching this objective.
The three components of the project are as follows:
 Modification of the Little Murray Weir Pool and No. 9 Pump Station. This
involves the lowering of the Little Murray Weir and reconnecting the irrigators
on the weir pool and upgrading their pump infrastructure.
 Decommissioning of the No. 9 Channel from Werril Street to Karinie Street
and the resupply of customers in that area.
 Modernisation of infrastructure on the Tyntynder Flats including the surrender
of approximately 90 delivery share. Connection of some customers to the
Woorinen Pipeline and connection of some irrigators to the Backbone
Channel (No. 10).
The project received the green light to progress through a feasibility study as part of
what was formerly known as NVIRP stage 2. NVIRP has since been merged into
Goulburn Murray Water (GMW) as the Connection Project with the same personnel
continuing on the project and have progressed the investigations to the point where
the various plans are reaching the completion stage.
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This has included a number of Technical Investigations covering the following topics;
 Options for resupply of customers
o Rural residential customers and
o Little Murray Weir pool customers
 Little Murray Weir structural assessment
 Operating Plan (Little Murray River, Weir and Weir Pool)
 Hydraulic Profiling
 Environmental Management Plan
 Cultural Heritage Management Plan
All of the above plans are either completed, awaiting approval or will be completed
by October 2012. The cultural Heritage Management Plan will still be in progress
beyond this date.
With respect to the Little Murray Weir, GMW staff has worked closely with the
customer group of the Little Murray Weir Pool to ensure that any questions they have
around the lowering of the Weir can be answered and to secure their irrigation
supply from the lowered Weir Pool.
The structural assessment of the Weir is due to be handed to GMW by the
independent engineers by the end of August 2012 which will give a clear picture of
the integrity of the structure. The Weir has significant OHS issues and a number of
injuries have occurred due to its manual handling problems.
GMW engineers have estimated a $20m replacement cost for the Weir and given it
an expected useful life of between 15 and 20 years. The cost to replace the Weir
with a modern structure that meets the required safety standards would be
recovered by the irrigators within the Torrumbarry Irrigation District.
The lowered Weir Pool height was demonstrated in early July and was viewed by the
customer group from the Weir Pool.
In addition to the above, the irrigators on the Weir Pool have had access to advice
from on farm irrigation designers from Price Merritt to work through any supply
issues and plan their future irrigation needs.
The section of channel to be decommissioned through the centre of Swan Hill also
contains a number of customers who require a service in some form. GMW has
appointed an officer to negotiate with the customers and ascertain their medium and
long term requirements. The officer will report his findings back to GMW in August
2012.
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The channel decommissioning will also require a number of road reinstatements
where the channel crosses the various roads (Werril Street, Gray Street, Rutherford
Street, Murlong Street, Butterworth Street and Karinie Street & McCallum Street as a
Vicroads road). Council Officers have commenced discussions with GMW staff to
assist in coordinating activities around these reinstatements. It is considered to be in
Councils best interest to ensure that the reinstatements are undertaken to an
appropriate standard and in most cases take the opportunity to widen the section of
road to meet the width of the existing road.
This component of the overall project, whilst the smallest section of the project, will
have a significant positive impact on the amenity of the city of Swan Hill.
Negotiations with landholders on the Tyntynder Flats have been ongoing for well
over twelve months and have involved discussions around relinquishing delivery
share and options for future supply. These negotiations have also been assisted by
staff from Price Merritt. As of July 2012, sufficient delivery share had been
relinquished to justify the project and designs for modifying the No 9 and 10
channels had been completed to accommodate the altered irrigation demand.
There are still a number items to be completed prior to the project getting final
approval at a Federal level including, the completion of all technical assessments,
value for money assessment and referrals. In addition to this, GMW has also
requested support from Swan Hill Rural City Council for the investment in the
irrigation modernisation project.
The project is a significant investment in the region and by Council providing support
to the overall project; it is in no way financially committed to the project. As
mentioned previously, discussions around road reinstatements are continuing in the
best interests of Council and resources may be dedicated to this task via annual
road reconstruction programs.

Issues
Being a multi component project, there are factors of each component that are
critical to the success of the next.
There are a number of investigations to be completed prior to the final approvals for
the project to go ahead.

Consultation
Extensive consultation has occurred previously with a number of public meetings
involving direct invitations to customers on the various systems. GMW has also
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provided support to the customer reference group that was established around the
Little Murray Weir Pool customers.
Staff from the former NVIRP and now Connections Project group of GMW have
presented at Council Assemblies on a number of occasions along with the customer
reference group from the Little Murray Weir Pool. Regular updates have also been
provided to Water Services Committees and TRAMS (Torrumbarry Reconfiguration
and Modernisation Scheme). GMW staff has also accommodated Councillors unable
to attend assemblies via phone conference to ensure all were well informed.
Quarterly newsletter are provided to customers connected to the system, informing
them of the progress of the investigations into the project.
Options
Council has the options to support or not support the project.

Conclusion
The modernisation of the irrigation systems / infrastructure in the Swan Hill region is
a large investment in the region that is only available under the current funding
arrangements until 2017. Beyond that, the value of any upgrades will need to be
recouped via the irrigators on the system.
The removal of a section of channel through the centre of the city is an opportunity to
improve the amenity value of that section of Swan Hill and remove a risk from the
community.
The intention of seeking the support of the Council for the project is to assist with the
approvals process and not to commit Council to becoming a funding partner. This
project is an opportunity to have irrigation infrastructure upgraded in the region
without having a detrimental financial impact on the irrigators.

Attachments
Nil.
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Chief Executive Officer Dennis Hovenden due to a conflict of interest left the meeting
at 7.11pm and the Director Infrastructure, David Leahy took the chair.
David Leahy acknowledge the presence of Ross Plunkett in the meeting and invited
him to table to assist in answering questions in the presentation of the report.
5/12 Resolved
MOVED Councillor Norton
That Council:
1.

Provides in-principle support for the continuing development of the Swan
Hill Irrigation Modernisation Project, which includes the possible lowering
of the Little Murray Weir, decommissioning of no 9 channel through Swan
Hill and reconfiguration of supply to Tyntynder on the proviso that all
irrigators effected by this project are consulted and that there is majority
support.

2.

Enter into negotiations with Goulburn Murray Water on the appropriate
reinstatement of road infrastructure where the channel crosses public
roads.

SECONDED Councillor Croft
The Motion was put and CARRIED
Chief Executive Officer Dennis Hovenden returned to the meeting at 7.46pm,
resumed the chair and was informed of the decision.
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SWAN HILL RURAL CITY COUNCIL DISABILITY ACTION PLAN
2012 - 2015

Source:
Department:
File Number:

Procedural
Infrastructure
20-05-16

Summary
The Victorian Disability Act (2006) requires all ‘public sector bodies’ to develop and
implement a Disability Action Plan (Plan) and the Australian Human Rights
Commission encourages organisations to formally register their Plan on their
website.
The purpose of the Plan is to set out strategies and related actions to improve
disability access over the next three years to 2015.
Council Plan Strategy Addressed

Supporting people who need extra assistance - This strategy recognises that
there are times when individuals and organisations need extra support either by the
provisions of Council services or by Council facilitating access to services by others
Recommendations
It is recommended that Council:
1.

Adopt the Disability Action Plan 2012 – 2015.

2.

Request officers lodge the Disability Action Plan 2012 - 2015 with the
Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission.

3.

Request the Disability Action Plan is displayed on the Council website
and have copies available for the public

Policy Implications
A number of implications were highlighted but staff involved in these changes have
been consulted and are positive and supportive of the adjustments required, they
have reported that the changes will benefit the residents and or areas of council
associated.
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Financial and Resource Implications
The Plan does not necessarily demand direct financial purchasing but more so puts
into place strategies to reflect and prioritise the way Council maintains and
purchases some of its assets to ensure the highest level of benefit to a greater
amount of residents.
Similar could be said to resources, where many of the alterations are to raise the
awareness and change the procedure of tasks that already make up the core
business of Council.

Triple Bottom Line Impact
This Plan will see the implementation of policies, programs and practices that can
make a real, positive and enduring impact on people’s lives. The plan not only works
to remove physical barriers but also attitudinal barriers that prevent people from
participating in the community through work, leisure and everyday activities that
many people take for granted.
Actions like the ‘Good access is good business’ and improvements to the
accessibility of council services help to improve the economic growth of the region
providing greater opportunities for more people to spend and invest in their
community and also helps to promote the region as accessible to tourists.

Background
The Plan is a way for an organisation to plan the elimination, as far as possible, of
disability discrimination from the provision of its goods, services and facilities.
The Victorian Disability Act (2006) requires all ‘public sector bodies’ to develop and
implement a Disability Action Plan (DAP), the Act sets legislative requirements that
state:
‘A public sector body’ must ensure that a Disability Action Plan is prepared for the
purpose of:
 Reducing barriers to persons with a disability accessing goods, services and
facilities
 Reducing barriers to persons with a disability obtaining and maintaining
employment
 Promoting inclusion and participation in the community of persons with a
disability
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 Achieving tangible changes in attitudes and practices which discriminate
against persons with a disability
Therefore the Plan has been grouped into four main objective headings that align
with the Disability Act 2006 (Section 38)
 Objective 1 – Services and facilities for the community
To ensure that all people with a disability have equal access to all community
services and infrastructure.
 Objective 2 – Employment services
To ensure non-discriminatory practices are followed at all times with current
staff and when employing new staff.
 Objective 3 – Inclusion and participation in the community
To ensure that all Swan Hill Rural City Council managed events provide
opportunities, and promote inclusion and participation for people with a
disability.
 Objective 4 – Planning for attitudinal change in the community
To ensure that all corporate, strategic planning and communication strategies
actively help to change attitudes and practices towards people with a
disability.
Many actions involve relatively simple changes to regular practice and attitudes,
while other changes designed to improve physical access within Council buildings
and facilities will be more costly and time consuming.
Therefore, the Plan includes longer-term strategies to address physical access
barriers after due consideration of funding implications and priority of works.
The Swan Hill Rural City Council, in partnership with Buloke and Gannawarra Shire
Council, engaged the services of Deb Whitecross, Disability Strategist from
‘Disability Consultants’, to prepare three plans, each plan being similar in body but
providing some specifics to each municipality where required.
The process involved the creation of a reference group consisting of Council staff,
local service providers and community members. A literature review was also
conducted, which included key organisational plans, strategies and documents, plus
other important documents from a range of other sources. This review guided
appraisal or issues around disability and also provided key data to draw upon and
direct further consultation.
Consultation took place in Swan Hill with a strong attendance of around 40 people
consisting of community members and Service providers. Robinvale’s attendance
was much lower with only one person present.
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The Australian Human Rights Commission encourages organisations to formally
register their Plan on their website. The reason behind their online register is that
organisations developing an action plan can benefit from other organisations' work
and experience, and so that people with disabilities can see what an organisation
has committed itself to achieving, and contribute their views on how action plans and
their implementation could be improved. Currently there are over 500 plans available
for viewing on line or download, together with implementation reports in many cases.

Issues
This will be Councils second Disability Action Plan, the first plan 2008 - 2011 was not
well used or reported on, it appears unlikely that the community was aware of it and
very few staff even knew of its existence. At that time the Rural Access role was
based outside the municipality and there was no great consultation with Swan Hill
Rural City Council.
It is important now the community has had involvement and input that Council is
seen to be moving forward on its actions.

Consultation
A media campaign was launched through print media, local newsletters and
networks to raise awareness of the consultation process. Consultation was
undertaken with council staff, service providers and residents, the process included:
 Focus group meetings for the community in Swan Hill and Robinvale
 One to one interviews with service providers
 Staff surveys

Options
Council can adopt the Disability Action Plan 2012 – 2015 in its current form or alter
and make recommendations as they see fit.

Conclusion
The Disability Action Plan 2012 – 2015 is an important part of Council’s commitment
to creating an inclusive and accessible community for all of its residents, helping to
remove barriers and support people to achieve a higher quality of life.

Attachments
1 Disability Action Plan
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6/12 Resolved
MOVED Councillor Cruickshank
That Council:
1.

Adopt the Disability Action Plan 2012 – 2015.

2.

Request officers lodge the Disability Action Plan 2012 - 2015 with the
Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission.

3.

Request the Disability Action Plan is displayed on the Council website
and have copies available for the public

SECONDED Councillor Jennings
The Motion was put and CARRIED
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REQUEST TO REMOVE TREES - SWAN HILL CLOCK TOWER AND
LAKE BOGA UNITING CHURCH

Source:
Department:
File Number:

Procedural
Infrastructure
84-13-01

Summary
Council’s Street Tree Committee met in response to two letters.
1. Request to remove the tree next to the newly refurbished Swan Hill Clock
Tower that is screening the South side of the monument.
2. Request to remove three trees in front of the Lake Boga Uniting Church due
to concern of limb failure

Council Plan Strategy Addressed

Managing the built and natural environment - Using environmentally sensitive
practices, Council will seek to ensure the appropriate management and protection of
our built and natural environment to meet the needs of our community
Recommendations
It is recommended that Council adopt the recommendations of the Street Tree
Committee to:
1. Remove the street tree South of the Clock Tower within the next 12
months as part of future landscaping aimed to draw attention to the
Clock Tower.
2. Have three trees in front of the Lake Boga Uniting Church assessed by a
qualified Arborist.

Policy Implications
The recommendations are in accordance with Council’s Street Tree Removal Policy.
Financial and Resource Implications
$300 for tree removal of clock tower tree.
$300 - $350 for Arborist’s inspection of Lake Boga Uniting Church trees.
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Triple Bottom Line Impact
Nil
Background
Council received a request from the Swan Hill Community U Committee to remove
the Claret Ash tree located to the South of the Clock Tower on Campbell Street to
improve the vision of the newly refurbished Clock Tower. As community consultation
had occurred around street tree removal as part of the CBD upgrade process, and
being a non-resident area, the request was sent directly to the Street Tree
Committee.
The Street Tree Committee noted that the tree is healthy and causes only minimal
vision reduction to heavy vehicles only, however it no longer matches the Campbell
Street Tree theme. The Committee discussed the concern of comfort in the CBD
during the summer months due to the lack of vegetation until the new street trees
establish, and that the tree in question provides good shade in what would otherwise
be an open hot area in Summer.
The Street Tree Committee acknowledged the impact of the tree to the Clock Tower,
concluding the intent to remove the tree as part of future plans to landscape around
the Clock Tower, as part of a deliberate move to draw attention to the Clock. This
should occur in the next 12 months, preferably following the upcoming Summer
months due to the new street trees not yet providing shade.
The Lake Boga Uniting Church has requested the removal of three trees due to
concern over limb failure. The letter highlighted a nearby playground attracting
children to the area and that the group are willing to replant. The trees provide
valuable shade and in line with Council’s Street Tree Policy, Council does not
remove healthy trees unless the case fills certain criteria. A Council staff member
has inspected the trees confirming there may be safety issues, with one tree in
particular showing signs of stress. A qualified Arborist would be required to decipher
if the trees are a safety issue and should be replaced.

Issues
The lack of vegetation in the CBD over the initial years of the new street trees
establishing that will provide only minimum shelter to the Summer weather
conditions.
Council does not have a qualified Arborist inhouse therefore out source Arborist
inspections. Tree removal and replacement is costly and take years to re-establish
therefore removal is avoided where possible.
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Consultation
The tree’s removal comes under the community consultation process of the CBD
upgrades that informed the community and businesses of the removal of trees as
part of the works.
13 members signed the letter on behalf of the Lake Boga Uniting Church.

Options
Council to accept or provide an alternative to the Street Tree Committee’s
recommendations.
Conclusion
The newly refurbished Swan Hill Clock Tower is a point of focus in the Swan Hill
CBD however a tree is reducing vision to the South of the Tower. The removal of the
tree is recommended as part of future landscaping works to highlight and improve
the area surrounding the Clock Tower.
Council received a request to remove three trees at the front of the Lake Boga
Uniting Church. An arborist is required to identify if there is a safety risk associated
with the trees prior to a decision being made on whether tree removal is required.

Attachments
Nil.
7/12 Resolved
MOVED Councillor Norton
That Council adopt the recommendations of the Street Tree Committee to:
1. Remove the street tree South of the Clock Tower within the next 12
months as part of future landscaping aimed to draw attention to the
Clock Tower.
1. Have three trees in front of the Lake Boga Uniting Church assessed by a
qualified Arborist.

SECONDED Councillor Jennings
The Motion was put and CARRIED
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8/12 Resolved
Councillor McPhee foreshadowed a MOTION
That Council to provide a report to formulate a street tree theme for Marraboor
Street.
SECONDED Councillor Cruickshank
The Motion was put and CARRIED

9/12 Resolved
Councillor Jennings foreshadowed a MOTION
That Council review the street tree policy.
SECONDED Councillor McPhee
The Motion was put and CARRIED
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CENTRAL MURRAY REGIONAL TRANSPORT FORUM

Source:
Department:
File Number:

Procedural
Infrastructure
95-08-00

Summary
The following report is provided as an update for Councillors on the activities of the
Central Murray Regional Transport Forum.
The forum is chaired and administered by Swan Hill Rural City Council with Cr.
Cruickshank the current chair.
Council Plan Strategy Addressed

Infrastructure - Council seeks to ensure appropriate infrastructure to continue our
economic growth
Recommendations
It is recommended that Council:
1.

Note the contents of the report

2.

Refer the appointment of a Councillor to the alliance of Councils for Rail
Freight Development to the Special Meeting on 8 November 2012.

Policy Implications
Nil
Financial and Resource Implications
Council is represented at the Forum by Cr. Cruickshank, Dennis Hovenden (CEO)
and David Leahy (Director Infrastructure).
Administrative assistance is also provided via admin staff in the executive area of
Council.

Triple Bottom Line Impact
The work of the Central Murray Regional Transport Forum covers all aspects of the
triple bottom line as the actions contained in the study are across all modes of
transport. Therefore environmentally, encouraging greater utilisation of rail for freight
has a positive impact by reducing road freight; Advocating for improved public
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transport services has a positive social impact by ensuring communities are
connected and lobbying for investment in transport related infrastructure reduces the
financial burden on Local Government in the region.
Background
Since the endorsement of the Central Murray regional Transport Study by all of the
participating municipalities, the Central Murray Regional Transport Forum has been
created and is chaired by Swan Hill Rural City Council.
The Forum has met three times in 2012 and has contained a number of
presentations from various groups with an interest in regional transport
infrastructure. The presentations have included, Iluka mining on the proposal for
mineral sands mining at West Balranald and the impact on the local transport
infrastructure and options available and Department of Transport (Bendigo) on the
Railing Ahead project as a proposal for Infrastructure Australia funding.
In addition to the presentations, the study document was formally presented to the
Hon Edward O’Donohue – Parliamentary Secretary for Transport at the May
meeting. Members of the forum have taken the opportunity to discuss the study
document with various members of Government both State (Vic/NSW) and
Federally.
Swan Hill representatives of the Forum have also provided presentations to a
number of interest groups such as the Manangatang branch of the VFF, the Alliance
of Councils for Rail Freight Development and various industry representative groups.
Now that the Forum is established and is well supported by the Department of
Transport, Vicroads and Roads and Maritime Services - RMS (formerly RTA), a
number of working groups are being established to action the various strategic
directions contained in the study document. Each of the strategic directions contain
recommendations and the working groups are to prioritise them according regional
importance and access to funds.
Memberships of the working groups were formed based on direct involvement in the
various project; an example of this is the working group rail freight which is based
around active membership of the alliance of Councils Rail Freight Development.
Swan Hill Rural City Council will be represented on most of the working groups as
the central municipality in the Forum; most of the recommendations impact Swan Hill
in some way.
Examples of the projects that Swan Hill Rural City Council will be involved in are;
 Improved Air Transport and Aerodrome upgrades
 Major Highway improvements
 Rail Freight improvements
 Murray River Crossings
 Swan Hill region intermodal terminal development
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In addition to the participating municipalities, Wentworth Shire has been invited to
become members of the Central Murray Regional Transport Forum. A number of
projects listed in the study document are relevant to Wentworth and their input to
these projects is critical to the success of the projects.
The strength of the Central Murray Regional Transport Forum has also been
recognised as a number of requests for the group to act as a regional representative
on a number of State significant projects such as Railing Ahead and B-Double
Access Working Parties.
The forum is also tackling cross border issues with respect to transport by inviting
the NSW Cross Border Commissioner and reps from the Victorian Premier and
Cabinet to work with the forum and receive minutes and meeting notes from working
groups to ensure they are well informed on progress of various projects.
With the establishment of the working groups and the commitments from the state
road authorities and the Department of Transport, the Forum has a genuine
opportunity to effect change in the regions transport infrastructure. It was also
agreed to request an annual subscription from each municipality to create a fund to
match any external funding to undertake detailed investigations on any proposals
from the working groups

Issues
It is imperative that the Central Murray regional Transport Forum continues to
receive support from the Victorian and NSW Governments as they have both
recently undergone significant funding cuts in the last twelve months.
Ensuring that the work of the Forum does not double up on studies already being
undertaken is critical to maintaining the forum as a relevant voice in the transport
sector.

Consultation
Representatives of the Central Murray regional Transport Forum have widely
consulted with sectors of their various communities and evidence of this is in the
number of industry requests for the study document. It is seen by the key industries
as a pro-active approach to transport planning and as such is supported by industry.
The level of consultation with Government has assisted in ensuring the document is
recognised in State Government planning documents in both Victoria and NSW.

Options
NA
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Conclusion
The development of the Central Murray Regional Transport Forum has been a major
achievement for the Swan Hill Rural City Council and has assisted in establishing a
strong network for Council within the executive of the Department of Transport.
Now that the recommendations can start to be actioned, the benefits of a true
regional strategy will be realised by more that just the Swan Hill municipality.

Attachments
Nil.
10/12 Resolved
MOVED Councillor Cruickshank
That Council:
1.

Note the contents of the report

2.

Refer the appointment of a Councillor to the Central Murray Transport
Forum and the alliance of Councils for Rail Freight Development to the
Special Meeting on 8 November 2012.

SECONDED Councillor Quayle
The Motion was put and CARRIED
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KEY STRATEGIC INITIATIVES FOR 2011 - 2012 - STATUS REPORT
FOURTH QUARTER

Source:
Department:
File Number:

Procedural
Corporate Services
22-23-08

Summary
This is the fourth quarterly report identifying the status of Key Strategic Initiatives
from the Council Plan for the 2011/12 to 2013/14 financial years.

Council Plan Strategy Addressed

Councillor and Staff accountability - Council will represent the interests of our
community and will conduct its affairs openly and with integrity, reflecting high levels
of good governance
Recommendations
1.

It is recommended that Council note the contents of this report

Policy Implications
Nil
Financial and Resource Implications
The implementation of 2011/12 Key Strategic Initiatives were included in the budget
with the exception of the preparation of a Rural Zone Living Strategy. This initiative
will have to be reconsidered as part of the 2012/13 Budget.
Triple Bottom Line Impact
The Key Strategic Initiatives affect the social, economic and environmental aspects
of the municipality. In addition, some of the targets seek to make the Council
organisation more efficient and increase the transparency of the Council.
Background
The Council Plan 2009-2013 (2011 Update) includes over 300 Initiatives, through
which the achievement of the Council Plan may be measured over its four-year term.
Of these Initiatives 264 are ongoing and relate to existing Council services that are
provided to the community on a continual basis and accordingly are not included in
the attached document.
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Four of these Initiatives were identified as Key Performance Targets within Council’s
Business Plan and Budget for 2011/12, as follows:
1. Continue to explore opportunities to increase the supply of affordable
housing.
Action for 2011/2012 – Tower Hill, complete the concept plan review.
2. Identify additional areas suitable for development within commuter
distance of Swan Hill and Robinvale.
Action for 2011/2012 – Review Rural Zone Living Strategy.
3. Investigate the possibilities for rail head and rail freight centres in the
municipality.
Action for 2011/2012 – Compile the North West Transport Strategy.
4. Commence program to identify works required on access roads to enable
B-Double access.
Action for 2011/2012 – Determine suitability of Council roads in accordance with
the hierarchy.
Achievement of these performance targets is subject to an independent audit at the
completion of the financial year.
In addition, the 2011/12 Business Plan and Budget includes a further three Overall
Key Strategic Initiatives, these are:
1. To ensure that the budget is delivered as proposed.
2. To maintain current community satisfaction levels at 65% or higher.
3. Completion of all Projects listed in Appendix B of the Annual Budget by
30 June 2012, excluding those for which any external funding is not received
by 31 December 2011.
There were 58 Actions in total identified for 2011/2012 period and each Action had a
nominated responsible officer. In each case the responsible officer was a member of
the Executive Management Team, reflecting the importance placed on achievement
of targets.

Issues
At the end of the fourth quarter for 2011/12, the status of the 58 Actions relevant to
this financial year are:



19 Actions were completed;
39 Actions were commenced but have been carried over to the 2012-2013
financial year;
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It should be noted that of the 39 Actions to be carried over to 2012-2013, 3 were
completed by end July 2012.
Completion of those Actions that have been carried over to the 2012-2013 financial
year was impacted by a number of factors including inability to source funding to
support the Action, formal advice being sought from community stakeholders and / or
Government agencies prior to Actions being progressed and unforeseen
complications with upgrades to internal IT systems.
Also, some Actions are Major Projects such as the Robinvale Masterplan and Swan
Hill CBD Masterplan. Whilst they are on target for completion, the extensive works
associated with these Major Projects sees them carry over to 2012-2013 for
reporting purposes.
Although a number of Actions have not yet been completed, a significant amount of
progress has been made. Some highlights are:
Multicultural Framework
Council determined in September 2011 to develop a leadership role in multicultural
affairs in the municipality. To this end, officers have been examining what other
organisations are doing, particularly in expanding towards diversity, which
encompasses religious, sexual and other beliefs in addition to ethnicity.
A draft Diversity Policy is being developed in partnership with local agencies who
work with our diverse community, and as the process has no resources, this has
been taking place as time has permitted with these understandably busy agencies,
who themselves are often not resourced to meet the needs of the changing
community.
Lack of availability of some key people during June - August has slowed the process,
but it is anticipated that there will be a draft Diversity Policy presented for Council
review in September, with development of a Diversity Action Plan undertaken in full
consultation with communities and service providers.
Chisholm Reserve


Negotiations with the various clubs by the Community Facilitation Unit on the
condition of their assets at the site with a view to either making them compliant
or having them removed if they are not being used



Employed a structural engineer to assess the various buildings and provide a
report with recommendations



Discussed the progress of the project with VicRoads Northern Region senior
staff regarding the potential for right turn lanes on the Swan Hill / Sea Lake
Road.
These discussions were to inform them that the feasibility study was underway
and that provided the business case “stacks up” a staged development
program will occur as funds are made available
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Assessment of stormwater management proposals at the site



Liaised with the various clubs on the site regarding the outcomes of the
structural engineers report



Worked on producing cost estimates for the construction of a drag strip (quarter
mile) at the site including estimating earthworks, asphalt, lighting and general
electrical requirements for the race events, estimates for pit areas and car
parking also supplied



Liaising with Regional Development Victoria at a local, regional and
metropolitan level to ensure business case meets expectations



Regular meetings with Chisholm Reserve Motorsports User Group to
understand expectations and requirements



Negotiations with adjoining landowner to enter into a 'heads of agreement' for
land purchase

South West Development


Revised Development Contribution Plan based on proposed drainage solution
put forward by the main landowner consortium



Negotiated with main landowner consortium



Sought approval from Councillors for revised timelines for stakeholder
discussions.



Assessed proposal as part of draft Residential Strategy Review.



Assessment of drainage proposals (various) Negotiations with land holder
groups



Liaised with James Golsworthy in conjunction with major land holder group to
fund the revised ODP and revise proposed drainage solution and zoning ratios



Attended land holder group meetings



Sought quote and methodology for revised ODP.
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Car Parking Strategy
The Car Parking Strategy has been addressed in two sections:


Car park management plan draft is complete and will be presented to the
September Council meeting.



Completed assessment of McCallum and McCrae Street parking capacity.



Car park strategy (from a Planning Perspective) was deferred pending a
Victorian State government review of car park strategy and will be completed in
2012/13.

Progress of all 58 Actions is further outlined in the attachment to this report.

Consultation
Council consulted the community in the development of the Council Plan Initiatives
during the Council Plan Update for 2011. The Council Plan Update 2011 was
adopted at the November Ordinary Meeting of Council.
A further consultation process was undertaken before adoption of the Business Plan
and Budget for 2011/12.
Options
Not applicable for this report.
Conclusion
39 Actions from the Key Strategic Initiatives for the 2011/12 financial year will be
rolled over and be included in the 2012/13 Initiatives. Council will continue to receive
updates regarding progress on 2012/13 Initiatives on a quarterly basis.
Attachments
1 Key Strategic Initiatives 2012

11/12 Resolved
MOVED Councillor McPhee
That Council note the contents of this report
SECONDED Councillor Cruickshank
The Motion was put and CARRIED
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LOCAL GOVERNMENT COMMUNITY SATISFACTION SURVEY
2012

Source:
Department:
File Number:

Procedural
Corporate Services
71-02-11

Summary
Council has received the results of the Local Government’s Community Satisfaction
survey, conducted in late June this year. Significant changes were made to the
survey this year by DCPD and therefore we are unable to compare this year's results
to previous years.
Also, Swan Hill Rural City Council has been incorrectly classified by DPCD as a
"Regional Centre", and was benchmarked against larger Council's. This significantly
affected survey results. Council has completed a secondary analysis, benchmarking
Council against "Large Rural Shires" results in order to provide a more meaningful
survey outcome.
Council Plan Strategy Addressed

Developing open community relationships - Council seeks to achieve greater
community inclusiveness and understanding of Council’s operations and decisions
Recommendations
It is recommended that Council:
1.

Note the contents of this report.

2.

Complete only the "compulsory questions section" of the Local
Government Community Satisfaction survey in 2013.

Policy Implications
Nil
Financial and Resource Implications
1.

Current Budget Implication

Council is required to pay for the cost of the survey $8,181. This is a $2,000
increase on the $6,000 amount allowed for in the 2011-2012 budget.
The increase in cost is attributed to adjustments DPCD made to the survey
methodology this includes:
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 an increase in survey respondents from 350 respondents to up to 400
respondents per municipality;
 the number of Council's participating in the survey; and
 whether or not Council's elected to increase survey data and participate in both
the "compulsory" and "optional" questions.
The "compulsory" section of the survey alone was $7,500. In an attempt to get
comparative data from previous years surveys, Swan Hill Rural City Council elected
to participate in 10 "optional" questions, adding a further $600 to overall costs.
2.

Future Financial Implication

The cost for the survey has been included in the 2012-2013 budget.
Triple Bottom Line Impact
Nil
Background
This is the fifteenth year in which the Local Government Community Satisfaction
Survey has been conducted. It is also the fifteenth year in which Swan Hill Rural
City Council has participated in the survey. This survey is offered to every
municipality across Victoria in an effort to determine whether Local Government is
meeting community needs. In this year's survey 70 out of 79 municipalities
participated.
The survey was conducted in late June, and involved telephone interviews with a
random sample of 400 residents (aged 18 years or older) within the municipality.
In previous years the same questions are asked each time the survey was
conducted to identify trends in satisfaction. This year, as the survey has been
modified, changes to the methodology and content of the survey makes any
comparisons invalid.
The survey now seeks to identify community satisfaction of Council performance in
four "compulsory" survey areas: overall Council performance and direction; Council
advocacy; community consultation and engagement; and customer service.
Council then elected to expand the survey to include community satisfaction ratings
of Council performance in ten "optional" areas that did not form part of the core
survey offered by DPCD. These ten "optional" areas were: informing the community;
the condition of local streets and footpaths; traffic management; enforcement of local
laws; family support services; recreational facilities; community and cultural activities;
waste management; business and community development and tourism; and
Council's general town planning policy.
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Issues
1. Swan Hill Rural City Council's Classification by DPCD
In the attached report received from DCPD, Swan Hill Rural City Council has been
grouped with and benchmarked against 'Regional Centres'. This group includes
municipalities such as Ballarat, Greater Bendigo, Greater Geelong and Latrobe.
Council's performance against these "Regional Centres" suggests we are
outperforming in only 20% of service areas. Officers have contacted survey
consultants, JWS Research who confirmed classifications were determined by
DPCD, but that the classification of "Regional Centre" allocated to Swan Hill Rural
City Council appeared flawed.
JWS Research have subsequently provided Council with the results from the "Large
Rural Shires" classification. This classification included Council's that Swan Hill
Rural City Council regularly benchmarks against, such as Aarat, Campaspe, Baw
Baw, Moyne, Moira and Mitchell.
When compared with the correct classification of "Large Rural Shires" Council is
above the indexed scores in 60% of the categories. While Officers were unable to
have the report rewritten to include the correct results, Councillors have been
provided with a table for comparison against "Large Rural Shires" and "State Wide"
results.
Officers are formally writing to DPCD requesting a review of the classification from
"Regional Centre" to "Large Rural Shire" for future Community Satisfaction Survey
purposes.
2. Results Analysis
Using the results from "Large Rural Shires", Council scored equal to or above the
indexed scores in:










Overall Performance
Community Consultation
Advocacy
Overall Council Direction
The condition of local roads and footpaths
Traffic Management
Enforcement of Local Laws
Family Support Service, and
Waste Management

Areas which Council scored below the indexed score and the community has
indicated a need to focus on in the future are:
 Customer Service
 Informing the community
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Recreational Facilities
Community and Cultural Activities
Council's general town planning policy
Business and Community Development and Tourism

Areas for improvement will be addressed through Council's 2012-2013 Strategic
Initiatives including:
 Review and update of the Riverfront Masterplan;
 Review of Council's Communication Strategy and Media Policy;
 Ongoing work with existing community service providers to support the
development of a Multicultural Framework and Action Plan for Council;
 Continuing on with the processes for major developments in the municipality
including North Park Land, South West Precinct and Chisholm Reserve;
 Continued implementation of Council's Economic Development Strategy;
 Facilitating construction of the community hub at Swan Hill Racecourse; and
 The staged redevelopment of the Pioneer Settlement
3. Results Concerns
Swan Hill Rural City Council elected to participate in ten "optional" areas in this
years' Community Satisfaction Survey.
Unfortunately, data is not quantified in survey reporting completed by JWS
Research. Council therefore has no clear indication of how many other Council's
participated in the same "optional" areas as selected by our Council.
This means that survey results for the "optional" areas may reflect responses from 1,
2, 3 or 6 Council's depending on whether or not these Council's chose the same
"optional" areas as Swan Hill Rural City Council.
With no clear indication of the numbers of Council's who participated in the "optional"
areas selected by Swan Hill Rural City Council, weightings may be affected and
score results may be viewed as unreliable.
It is therefore preferable that in future surveys Council only participate in the
"compulsory" section of the survey. This will ensure that survey results accurately
reflect both State trends and trends within Council's of a similar size to Swan Hill
Rural City Council.
This will also reduce costs associated with selecting "optional" components of the
survey.

Consultation
NA
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Options
Nil
Conclusion
That Council note the contents of this report.
Attachments
1 Copy of Swan Hill - LRS

12/12 Resolved
MOVED Councillor Norton
That Council:
1.

Note the contents of this report.

SECONDED Councillor Croft
The Motion was put and CARRIED
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APPOINTMENT OF TWO COUNCILLORS TO SIGN ANNUAL
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Source:
Department:
File Number:

Procedural
Corporate Services
42-01-00

Summary
The Local Government Act requires that Council appoint two Councillors as
authorised signatories for the Annual Financial, Standard and Performance
Statements.
Council Plan Strategy Addressed

Councillor and Staff accountability - Council will represent the interests of our
community and will conduct its affairs openly and with integrity, reflecting high levels
of good governance
Recommendations
It is recommended that Council:
Appoint the Mayor, Councillor John Katis and nominate another Councillor to
be the authorised signatories to the final set of 2011/12 Annual Financial
Statements incorporating the General Purpose, Standard and Performance
Statements once those statements have been reviewed by Council’s Auditor.

Policy Implications
Nil
Financial and Resource Implications
Nil
Triple Bottom Line Impact
Part of Council’s commitment under Leadership and Governance for Councillor
Accountability and Responsible Management of Resources. No direct impact on
other Triple Bottom Line Factors.
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Background
The Local Government Act requires that Council appoint two Councillors to be the
authorised signatories to the final set of Annual Statements, once the audit process
has been completed.
The Annual Statements comprise the General Purpose Financial Statements
prepared in accordance with Australian Accounting Standards, Standard Financial
Statements prepared in accordance with the Local Government Act and
Performance Statements in accordance with the Act.
The Statements will be reviewed by the Auditor General’s office and an Audit opinion
issued. The two Councillors can then sign the statements enabling the Annual
Report to be finalised.
A formal advertising process will then take place, with the Statement being adopted
at a Special Meeting of Council, to be arranged for late October.
Issues
Nil
Consultation
Not applicable for this report.
Options
Council may choose to appoint any two Councillors to sign the accounts, however,
due to the nature of completion of the Statements it is preferred that the appointed
Councillors are able to attend Council offices at short notice.
Conclusion
It is requested that Council resolve which two Councillors will be signatories to
Council’s 2011/12 Annual Statements.

Attachments
Nil.
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13/12Resolved
MOVED Councillor Norton
That Council:
Appoint the Mayor, Councillor John Katis and nominate and the Deputy Mayor
to be the authorised signatories to the final set of 2011/12 Annual Financial
Statements incorporating the General Purpose, Standard and Performance
Statements once those statements have been reviewed by Council’s Auditor.

SECONDED Councillor McPhee
The Motion was put and CARRIED
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REPORT ON COUNCIL ELECTION

Source:
Department:
File Number:

Procedural
Corporate Services
35-01-31

Summary
The Victorian Electoral Commission (VEC) has experienced issues with identifying
available venues for the conduct of computer counts across a number of locations in
Victoria for the forthcoming Local Government General Elections 2012, but
particularly country areas. Computer count venues are only required for counting
ballot-papers relating to unsubdivided councils, multiple-councillor ward vacancies,
the Leadership Team of the City of Melbourne, and the Mayoral vacancy for the City
of Greater Geelong.
To comply with Regulation 93(2)(a) of the Local Government (Electoral) Regulations
2005 the VEC have requested that Council's pass a resolution before the entitlement
day (Friday, 31 August 2012) to allow a counting location outside of the municipality,
in case it is required.
Council Plan Strategy Addressed

Councillor and Staff accountability - Council will represent the interests of our
community and will conduct its affairs openly and with integrity, reflecting high levels
of good governance
Recommendations
It is recommended that Council:
In the event the Victorian Electoral Commission is unable to secure suitable
ballot-paper counting facilities within the Swan Hill Rural City Council
municipality, the appointed Returning Officer for the 2012 Council election is
authorised to designate a place outside the municipal district of the Council as
a counting place.

Policy Implications
Nil

Financial and Resource Implications
Nil, the cost of the Council elections is included in the 2012-2013 budget.
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Triple Bottom Line Impact
Social - the election enables all voting members of the community to exercise their
democratic rights.
Economic - not applicable.
Environmental - not applicable.

Background
Under the provisions of the Local Government Act 1989, Council has engaged the
services of the Victorian Electoral Commission (VEC) to conduct the general
elections of the Council on Saturday, 27 October 2012.
The VEC is preparing to conduct multiple vacancy counts by computer. The VEC
has developed its computer count application since the last Local Government
General Elections in 2008 to support a greater number of computer counting
locations and has developed its plan on the basis of providing a count within our
municipality, where a suitable location can be secured.
The VEC's process for identifying venues is as follows:
1. VEC identifies a suitable computer count venue within the municipality; and
If no venue can be secured,
2. VEC approaches Council for possible suggestions as to a suitable location
within the municipality; and
If still no venue can be secured,
3. VEC looks outside of the municipality to secure a suitable count venue,
including locations that are sitting alongside municipal boundaries or based in
adjacent service towns/cities.
At the moment, VEC officers are completing preliminary enquiries on possible
computer count locations. Although it is their preference for counting to be
conducted within our municipality, they are running into difficulty identifying available
computer count venues in some locations.
The VEC has traditionally used schools, high schools, TAFE colleges, and university
campuses, as these locations often have established computer infrastructure with
updated operating systems, a layout that facilitates access for scrutineers, and are
equipped for the occupational health and safety requirements for extended periods
of data entry.
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A few factors are limiting the availability of these locations, including:
 academic and trade examinations at the end of October mean that some venues
are unavailable as they will be used for exams; and,
 recent policy changes have impacted on the availability of tertiary institutions,
particularly in regional Victoria.
In these locations, the VEC may need to move looking for a computer count location
from stage one to stages two and three.
To comply with the requirements of the legislation, stage three requires a resolution
by Council to allow counting outside of the municipality:
Local Government (Electoral) Regulations 2005
Reg. 93 Place at which votes to be counted
(1) The returning officer must designate a place or places in the municipal district of
the council to be counting places at which ballot-papers used in an election are to be
counted.
(2) Despite subregulation (1), the returning officer may designate a place outside the
municipal district of the Council to be a counting place if the Council passes a
resolution allowing the returning officer to designate that place as a counting place
(a) before the entitlement day for an election;
On that basis, in case neither the VEC nor Council can identify a suitable venue for
the computer count within Swan Hill Rural City Council, the VEC have recommended
that a resolution is put before Council that would allow the VEC to conduct a count of
ballot-papers outside of the municipality.
It is noted that the preference is for computer counts to take place within the
municipality. Accordingly, the resolution would be an absolute last resort and only in
the event that the VEC is left with little option but to arrange a computer count venue
elsewhere.
Issues
If the resolution is not passed and no computer count venue is identified, the VEC
must conduct a manual proportional count which can add significant time to the
counting timetable, delaying the returning officer’s declaration.
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Furthermore, other than where agreed by all participating Councils, the VEC is not
proposing a shared counting arrangement with other Councils.
The resolution does not change plans for any manual counts for councils that have
both multiple vacancy wards and single-councillor wards. The VEC anticipates all
single-councillor vacancies to be counted locally and manually.

Consultation
This is a procedural matter. Community consultation is not required.
Options
Council may pass a resolution to move the computer count venue outside the
municipality if a suitable location is not identified or Council may determine to not
pass the resolution and potentially risk a lengthy process with a manual proportional
count. This may add significant time to the counting timetable and the returning
officer's declaration.

Conclusion
To comply with Regulation 93(2)(a) of the Local Government (Electoral) Regulations
2005 and in accordance with the request from the VEC, Council should move to
pass a resolution before the entitlement day (Friday, 31 August 2012) to allow a
counting location outside of the municipality, in case it is required.
Attachments
Nil.
14/12 Resolved
MOVED Councillor Norton
That Council in the event the Victorian Electoral Commission is unable to
secure suitable ballot-paper counting facilities within the Swan Hill Rural City
Council municipality, the appointed Returning Officer for the 2012 Council
election is authorised to designate a place outside the municipal district of the
Council as a counting place.
SECONDED Councillor Jennings
The Motion was put and CARRIED
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MONTHLY BUILDING FIGURES FOR JULY 2012

Source:
Department:
File Number:

Procedural
Development and Planning
13-05-01

Summary
Monthly Building figures for July 2012

Council Plan Strategy Addressed

Developing open community relationships - Council seeks to achieve greater
community inclusiveness and understanding of Council’s operations and decisions
Recommendations
It is recommended that Council note the Building figures for July and the Year
to Date comparisons as reported.
Policy Implications
Nil
Financial and Resource Implications
Nil
Triple Bottom Line Impact
Nil
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Background
July - Comparisons

2011
TYPE
Dwelling
Dwelling additions
Unit Developments
Shops
Offices
Warehouses
Factories
Public Buildings
OutBuildings
Other
Total

2012

NO.OF
9
6
2 *(5)
3
0
1
1
3
11
4

VALUE
1,558,742.00
121,574.00
926,716.00
395,626.00
0.00
34,000.00
30,000.00
1,537,527.00
173,929.00
103,862.00

NO.OF
4
6
1* (2)
4
0
1
0
1
7
3

40

$4,881,976.00

27

VALUE
855,406.00
147,255.00
320,000.00
702,000.00
0.00
170,000.00
0.00
364,265.00
464,355.00
75,400.00
$3,098,681.00

*( ) denotes total number of Dwelling Units

Year to Date – Comparisons

TYPE
Dwelling
Dwelling additions
Unit Developments
Shops
Offices
Warehouses
Factories
Public Buildings
OutBuildings
Other
Total

1/01/2011 to 31/07/2011

1/01/2012 to 31/07/2012

NO.OF
42
42
5 *(12 )
10
3
5
8
14
61
24

VALUE
10,139,056.00
850,949.00
2,074,316.00
1,302,033.00
485,660.00
416,500.00
345,020.00
2,742,329.00
1,091,785.00
505,548.00

NO.OF
37
54
1 *(2)
11
3
5
1
9
61
27

$19,953,197.00

209

214

VALUE
9,076,005.00
2,112,384.00
320,000.00
1,374,170.00
2,355,000.00
938,079.00
1,500,000.00
3,004,174.00
1,559,817.00
889,774.00
$23,169,403.00

*( ) denotes total number of Dwelling Units
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Issues
Nil
Consultation
Nil
Options
Nil
Conclusion
Nil
Attachments
Nil.
15/12 Resolved
MOVED Councillor Cruickshank
That Council note the Building figures for July and the Year to Date
comparisons as reported.

SECONDED Councillor Norton
The Motion was put and CARRIED
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DRAFT ROBINVALE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY 2012
– 2017 CONSIDERATION OF SUBMISSIONS

Source:
Department:
File Number:

Procedural
Development and Planning
26-23-17

Summary
A draft Robinvale Economic Development Strategy for the period 2012-2017 was
received by Council in June 2012 and was subsequently advertised for public
comment for a period of 28 days. One formal submission was received. Council is
now asked to formally receive and consider this submission, along with feedback
collated through a public meeting that was also conducted.
This report responds to feedback from the submission and the public meeting.
Council Officers believe the feedback provided valuable improvements to the
Strategy that, once made would only enhance the document further.
Council Plan Strategy Addressed

Attracting new business - Council will encourage new business development and
will provide support to attract new business investment and expansion in the
community
Recommendations
It is recommended that Council:
1.

Receive the submissions and public meeting feedback and authorise
Council Officers to prepare a response to their submissions.

2.

Prepare a final report for consideration and adoption at the September
Council Meeting.

Policy Implications
Nil. The Robinvale Economic Development Strategy 2012-2017 is in line with and
expands on the Swan Hill Rural City Council Economic Development Strategy 20112016 and the Council Plan 2009-2013 (2011 Update).
Financial and Resource Implications
Implementation of the Strategy will be through existing staffing resources and normal
budget allocations and processes.
To ensure strategy delivery additional funding opportunities will be pursued.
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Triple Bottom Line Impact
Implementation of the Robinvale Economic Development Strategy 2012-2017 will not
only deliver economic benefits for the municipality but will also enhance the social
well-being of communities while maintaining environmental sustainability in region.
Background
A draft Robinvale Economic Development Strategy, for the period 2012-2017, was
prepared in line with the Swan Hill Rural City Council Economic Development
Strategy 2011-2016. This was received by Council at its June 2012 meeting and
was advertised for public comment to for a period of 28 days to Wednesday 25 July
2012.
The draft Strategy was placed on the Council website and was made available at the
Robinvale Resource Centre. It was also mailed to over 30 key stakeholders.
Advertisements were placed in both The Guardian and The Sentinel calling for
submissions. To gain further community comment, a public open door session was
held on Monday 16 July 2012. The development of the Strategy and its associated
meetings and workshops has also received coverage in the local media.
The following organisations were provided with a copy of the Strategy and were
requested to make comments:
 Robinvale Euston Business Association
 Robinvale P-12 College
 St Marys Catholic School Robinvale
 Lamattina Farms
 MADEC,
 Robinvale District Health Service
 Advancing Country Towns Program
 Robinvale Police
 Euston Club
 Haven – formally Loddon Mallee Housing
 Shugg Consultation and Bendigo Bank Agency
 Murray Valley Aboriginal Cooperation
 CMV Farms
 Department of Planning and Community Development
 Network House
At the close of the public consultation period one submission was officially received
as well as key points taken from the public open door session.
Issues
The below table summarises the key points from each submission and provides a
considered response:
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Consultation
The public consultation process on the draft Robinvale Economic Development
Strategy 2012-2017 has been extensive involving public newspaper advertisements
and invites to local organisations to submit comments, as detailed above. The public
consultation process was open for four weeks.
Adequate consultation was imperative for the successful development and
implementation of this strategy and therefore was a high priority from the start, with
four public meetings and two stakeholder meetings also conducted. All were quite
well attended by a cross section of the community. The consultant also met
individually with key stakeholders and groups.
Options
Council can receive and consider the contents of the submissions and officer’s
response in determining whether or not to formally adopt Draft Robinvale Economic
Development Strategy 2012-2017.
Conclusion
The Strategy has been developed with sound community consultation and
engagement.
The Robinvale Economic Development Strategy 2012-2017 will attract investment,
increase population, address key infrastructure and service needs and create
prosperity for the Robinvale community.
Attachments
1 Robinvale Euston Business Association (REBA)
2 DRAFT Robinvale Economic Development Strategy - OPEN DOOR
3 Draft Robinvale Economic Development Strategy 2012-2017
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16/12 Resolved
MOVED Councillor McPhee
That Council:
1.

Receive the submissions and public meeting feedback and authorise
Council Officers to prepare a response to the submissions for inclusion
in a final report for consideration and adoption at the September Council
Meeting.

SECONDED Councillor Cruickshank
The Motion was put and CARRIED
At 8.58pm Councillor Norton moved the following Motion:
17/12 Recommendations
MOVED Councillor Norton
That Council suspend Standing Orders for a 5 minute break.
SECONDED Councillor Croft
The Motion was put and CARRIED
At 9.03pm Councillor Norton moved the following Motion:
18/12 Recommendations
MOVED Councillor Norton
That Standing Orders be resumed.
SECONDED Councillor Jennings
The Motion was put and CARRIED
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Draft Robinvale Economic Development Strategy 2012-2017

Attachment as supplied
 Draft Robinvale Economic Development
Strategy 2012-2017
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PLANNING APPLICATION 2012/18 – TWO LOT SUBDIVISION

Source:
Department:
File Number:

Procedural
Development and Planning
20-12-18

Summary
This application, by Price Merrett Consulting on behalf of the owner Jimexld P/L,
seeks approval for a two lot subdivision at 3 Sea Lake - Swan Hill Road, Swan Hill.
Access to the subject site is via an adjacent common property driveway.
Notice of the application was given to surrounding owners and occupiers. Three
objections were received. The objectors are all members of the owners corporation
controlling the common property driveway.
The objectors are concerned about neighbourhood character, proposed lot sizes,
increased traffic, pedestrian safety and increased maintenance costs to the common
property driveway arising from the additional traffic. VicRoads has previously
confirmed access to the proposed subdivision must be via this common driveway.
In response, the applicant claims the proposal supports residential development,
urban consolidation, and the additional traffic is manageable.
The subject site is also affected by a covenant. This was applied by the original
subdivider at the date this lot was transferred to the current owner. The covenant
sets a minimum size for any dwelling, lists acceptable wall claddings, prohibits the
use of second hand materials and places limits on pet ownership. The covenant is
silent about subdivision.
This application is presented for Council decision.
Council Plan Strategy Addressed

Managing the built and natural environment - Using environmentally sensitive
practices, Council will seek to ensure the appropriate management and protection of
our built and natural environment to meet the needs of our community
Recommendations
It is recommended that Council:
1.

Make a decision on Planning Application 2012/18.
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Policy Implications
Any decision should be consistent with the objectives of planning in Victoria. In
particular, it should provide for the fair, orderly economic and sustainable use and
development of land and balance the present and future interests of all Victorians.

Financial and Resource Implications
Nil
Triple Bottom Line Impact
Social – Nil.
Economic – Nil.
Environmental – Nil.
Background
Location and existing conditions
The subject site is located on the south side of Sea Lake Road, approximately 50m
west of the Woorinen Road intersection. It is generally rectangular in shape with a
frontage of 28m to Sea Lake Road, a depth of 48m, and contains an area of 1344m2.
The lot is bounded on the west by a common property driveway for its entire 48m
depth. The lot was created, as part of an eight lot subdivision, in 2005. A covenant
was applied to the subject site, on disposal, in February 2010.
The covenant
specifies construction material and a minimum size for any dwelling. A condition of
approval of the 2005 subdivision was that access to Lot 2 must be via the common
property driveway.
The Proposal
The application proposes to subdivide the subject land into two lots, these lots are
proposed to be 667m2 and 668m2 respectively. The lots are generally rectangular in
shape with a depth of 28m and frontages of 21m. Both new lots abut the existing
common property laneway. The applicant also proposes a single common property
driveway area of 9m2 adjacent to the existing common property driveway. The
responsibility for this common property will be shared by the two subject lots
respectively.
Referrals
The application was referred to Lower Murray Water, Powercor and Telstra. All
three authorities submitted conditions to be included in any permit, relating to the
provision of infrastructure services to each lot.
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The application was not formally referred to VicRoads, since the proposal involves
the use of the existing common property driveway. However, VicRoads has
previously confirmed that access to the subject site, and other lots in the original
subdivision, must still be via this driveway, and no further access is permitted onto
Sea Lake Road.
Advertising
The applicant was requested to give notice of the application to surrounding owners
and occupiers, place a notice in the Guardian newspaper and display a notice on the
site. Three objections were received. All the objectors are surrounding owners to
the proposed subdivision, and are also members of the owners corporation which
manages the common property driveway.
The submissions are summarised below and a full copy can be found in the
appendix.
Submissions
Resident, 7 Sea Lake Road
Object to the proposed density of the subdivision as it is not consistent with the
surrounding semi-rural type area. Believe the development would devalue their
home as well as the surrounding homes. Object to the proposed increase in traffic of
the common access road and have safety concerns, as well as the potential for extra
maintenance of the common access road with the increased traffic.
Resident, 5 Sea Lake Road.
Object to subdivision because of increased safety risk through the possibility of
having more than one driveway off the narrow, no through common lane. Concerned
about increased traffic congestion, number of vehicular movements, car parking and
no room within the laneway to turn a vehicle around. Also object to the density of the
development and believe the subdivision would be against the existing
neighbourhood character of large single dwelling lots and devalue their property.
Resident, 9 Sea Lake Road
Object to the proposed density of the subdivision and feel the proposal does not fit in
with the surrounding neighbourhood character, that it would be against the current
semi-rural lifestyle. Also concerned that using the existing common property
driveway for lot access would create traffic issues and safety concerns.
Applicant’s Response to Grounds of Objection
The applicant offered the following responses in relation to the grounds of objection,
 The application supports urban consolidation.
 Each home will include a two car garage with room for two extra visitor
spaces on site.
 Mr Van Liessum’s earlier subdivision has predetermined any future
subdivision.
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 A new entrance off Sea Lake Road was refused by VicRoads.
 Contractors will not be permitted to use the common property driveway during
construction.
 We will install a “No Standing” sign on the common property driveway.
 Don’t expect homes to be used for rental purposes.
 Do not agree proposal will cause any congestion.
 Additional body corporate fee contributions will reduce costs for all owners.
 There is ample room for reversing.
 Responsible people don’t let their kids play on the road.
 Low dividing fences are proposed to increase visibility.
 Cars already reverse onto busy roads.
Mediation
A mediation meeting was held on August 14, 2012 at the Swan Hill Visitor
Information Centre. The applicant and one objector attended together with three
Councillors, the Mayor, Chief Executive Officer and the Planning Officer. The other
two objections were considered on their written submissions. Unfortunately, the
objectors and the applicant were unable to resolve their differences and the meeting
concluded without any common ground being reached.
Zone and Zone Purpose
Clause 32.01, Residential 1 Zone
The purpose of this zone is,
 To provide for residential development at a range of densities with a variety of
dwellings to meet the housing needs of all households.
 To encourage residential development that respects the neighbourhood
character.
A planning permit is required to subdivide land under Clause 32.01-2. An application
to subdivide land into two lots must meet the applicable requirements of Clause 56 of
the planning scheme, where it must meet the objectives and should meet the
standards in clauses 56.03-5, 56.04-2, 56.04-3, 56.04-5, 56.06-8 to 56.09-2. All
clauses, except 56.03-5 (neighbourhood character) set prescriptive deemed to
comply standards, such as lot areas, solar orientation, lot access etc.
Before deciding on an application, the Responsible Authority must consider the State
Planning Policy Framework, the Municipal Strategic Statement, local planning
policies and the objectives and standards of Clause 56.
The application meets the necessary objectives and standards within Clause 56.

Particular Provisions
Clause 52.29, Land Adjacent to a Road Zone - Category 1.
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The purpose of this clause is to ensure,
 Appropriate access to identified roads, &
 Appropriate subdivision of land adjacent to identified roads.
A permit is required to subdivide land adjacent to a road in a Road Zone – Category
1. An application must be referred to VicRoads. However this does not apply to
proposals which, in the opinion of the Responsible Authority, satisfy requirements or
conditions previously agreed in writing between the Responsible Authority and
VicRoads.
Before deciding on an application the Responsible Authority must consider,
 The views of VicRoads, &
 The effect of the proposal on the operation of the road and on public safety.
VicRoads has previously confirmed that access to the any new lots must be via the
existing common property driveway, and no further access is permitted onto Sea
Lake Road.
State Planning Policy
o Clause 18.01-1Land use and transport planning
Objective
 To create a safe and sustainable transport system by integrating land-use and
transport.
Strategy
 Ensuring access is provided to developments in accordance with forecast
demand, taking advantage of all available modes of transport and to minimise
adverse impacts on existing transport networks and the amenity of
surrounding areas.
The town bus runs along Sea Lake Road past the subject site.
o Clause 15.01-3 Neighbourhood and subdivision design
Objective
 To ensure the design of subdivisions achieve attractive, liveable, walkable,
cyclable, diverse and sustainable neighbourhoods.
Strategy
 In the development of new residential areas and in the redevelopment of
existing areas, subdivision should be designed to create liveable and
sustainable communities by:
o Providing a range of lot sizes to suit a variety of dwelling and
household types to meet the needs and aspirations of different groups
of people.
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The proposed lot are 668m2 and 667m2 in area respectively. While these are
significantly less than the other lots surrounding the common property driveway, it is
not inconsistent with other medium density housing lots approved in nearby Ashton
Street and further east along McCallum Street.

Municipal Strategic Statement
o Clause 21.04-2 Settlement and Housing: Orderly growth of towns and
settlements
Objective 5
 To accommodate the majority of population growth within urban centres.
Strategies
 Strategy 5.1 Encourage infill and new development in urban areas within town
boundaries
o Clause 21.07-2 Highway development
Highway development at the entries to the municipality's townships needs to be of an
appropriate scale with adequate setbacks and landscaping to maintain township
character.


Objective 3
To ensure that use and development of land does not lessen the service,
safety and role and amenity of highways and major roads.



Strategies
Strategy 3.1 Limit the number of access points to the highway network.

o Clause 21.10-1 Local Areas: Swan Hill
The local area implementation for Swan Hill
 Ensure that any proposed use or development within Swan Hill is generally
consistent with the Swan Hill Urban Framework Plan and the Swan Hill CBD
Precincts Plan.
Settlement and housing
 Provide for continuing residential growth and infill development in fully
serviced areas within the southern boundary of the urban area.
The current proposal satisfies these requirements of the Municipal Strategic
Statement
Issues
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Site History
The subject site was created in 2005 as part of an eight lot subdivision. The
common property driveway was created at this time to provide access to four of the
lots within this subdivision, now known as 3, 5, 7 & 9 Sea Lake- Swan Hill Road.
This common property driveway was included in the 2005 subdivision to satisfy a
VicRoads condition of approval at that time. The subdivider then imposed a
covenant on 3 Sea Lake Road on the day this lot was transferred to the current
owner. The covenant is still valid and sets a minimum size for any dwelling, lists
acceptable wall claddings, prohibits the use of second hand materials and places
limits on pet ownership. The covenant is silent about subdivision.
VicRoads has previously confirmed that access to the proposed new lots must be via
the common property driveway.
The subject site was subject to planning permit application number 2010/21 for a
Three Lot Subdivision in 2010. This application sought to subdivide the subject land
into 3 lots of approximately 450m2 each. The application received 3 objections, was
not resolved at mediation and refused at Council for two reasons:
1. Potential adverse impacts on neighbourhood character
2. Potential detrimental increase in the amount of traffic using the common
property driveway.
The application was then appealed at VCAT by the applicant. VCAT subsequently
upheld Councils decision of refusal, based on the grounds that the subdivision would
have an adverse impact on neighbourhood character and the site context of the
development - where the VCAT member was not satisfied that three lots of between
422m2 and 472m2 in area are consistent with the character of this locality. The
member however was not convinced that the additional traffic would create
unacceptable traffic movements along the driveway and was not persuaded that
vehicles from the dwellings on the review site would result in increased risk to the
point where the application should be refused on that ground.
The VCAT member also considered that all lots utilising the common driveway
should contribute an equal share in regards to lot apportionment and liability.
Matters for consideration
This application has two aspects which require consideration. The first involves
consideration of the proposal in relation to the State Planning Policy Framework, the
Municipal Strategic Statement, and the objectives and standards of Clause 56 of the
planning scheme. The application supports urban consolidation, residential infill
development and is consistent with the relevant objectives and standards of Clause
56 of the planning scheme.
The second component involves consideration of the planning merits of the
application together with consideration of the grounds of objections. While the
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application is consistent with policies relating to urban consolidation, this is an
application to further subdivide a lot where the only means of access is via a
common property driveway. The maintenance costs of this driveway are shared
amongst the surrounding users in accordance with a table included in the title to
each lot. Currently, the subject site and the other lots around the common property
driveway contribute equally to any maintenance costs. The applicant, in his
response to questions about the proposed proportioning of this entitlement, indicated
that he expected the new additional lots would require the same contribution as the
other existing lots. This however is a matter for the Owners Corporation of the
laneway to decide and may be adopted through the creation of a formal plan of
subdivision if the planning permit for the subdivision is granted.
An issue repeatedly raised by all of the objectors was the existing neighbourhood
character of lots adjoining the common laneway as well as the wider surrounding
area. The objectors believe that the proposed subdivision development, creating
smaller lots, would not be consistent with the current predominant neighbourhood
character of large single dwelling lots. The lots adjacent to the common laneway
from the original subdivision range from approximately 1000m2 to 1300m2, whilst
the proposed subdivision will create lots of 668m2 to 667m2 respectively. The
applicant responded to this by stating that lots greater than 500m2 within this zone
are considered to large lot sizes and are therefore not creating small allotments. As
well as that the two lots support the zone purpose of providing development at a
range of densities and will provide two lots at sought after sizes within the zoning.
Another issue raised by the objectors involves potential increased traffic and
congestion within the common property driveway, particularly from an additional two
new entrance points. The applicant in response to this, amended the subdivision
plan to include a common property area to both lot 1 & 2 incorporating a single
shared driveway area. The applicant has also advised that any proposed dwellings
for the lots would be designed to accommodate two occupant and two visitor
vehicles on each lot. He also offered to place a sign at the entrance to the common
property driveway to prohibit parking except within the lots. The applicant believes
these measures should be sufficient to overcome the objectors concerns.
The objectors were also concerned about possible safety concerns relating to
pedestrian use of the laneway. One objector stated that there is no footpath in the
laneway and that our children as well as ourselves walk down the laneway and that
they were worried about the increased risk from multiple vehicles reversing into the
laneway from the new lots. The applicant responded to these claims by stating that
the 8m wide by 48 m long access with a bitumen drive would not become congested
with an increase of two extra vehicles plus visitor vehicles using the drive. As well as
that both lots are large enough to satisfy the car parking objective of the scheme by
parking within their relevant lots and would be able to enter and exit their allotments
in a forwards direction.
Relevant Legislation
The Subdivision Act 1988
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Section 32(e) of the Subdivision Act enables Council to approve the creation of new
lots, provided the application is supported by a unanimous resolution of the members
of the owners corporation. The current application however is not supported by such
a unanimous resolution, furthermore, the objectors are all members of the owners
corporation.
This matter has previously been referred to Council’s solicitors who have advised
that, despite Section 32(e), Section 32AI(1) exempts the need for a unanimous
resolution if the subdivision meets the requirements of subsections (a), (b) & (c).
These subsections specify that the subdivision must,
(a)
Not alter the boundaries or areas of existing common property, &
(b)
Not alter the boundaries or lot entitlement or liability of lots not being
subdivided, &
(c)
Not increase the area of the land affected by the owners corporation by
more than 10%.
The proposed subdivision meets the requirements of Section 32AI(1), and so, a
unanimous resolution of the owners corporation is not required in this case. The
legal advice confirmed that Council must consider and may or may not approve the
application, even though some of the members of the owners corporation have
lodged objections. If the application is supported, the objectors may appeal the
decision to VCAT. If the application is refused, the applicant may appeal this
decision to VCAT.
Consultation
Nil
Options
Council has two options in relation to this planning application. These are, either,
Option A
Issue a Notice of Decision to Grant a Permit subject to the following conditions and
notes,
1. The layout of the subdivision shall be generally in accordance with the
attached endorsed plan/s and shall not be modified without the further
approval of the Responsible Authority.
2. The owner of the land must enter into agreements with the relevant authorities
for the provision of water supply, drainage, sewerage facilities, electricity, gas
and telecommunication services to each lot shown on the endorsed plan in
accordance with the authority's requirements and relevant legislation at the
time.
3. All existing and proposed easements and sites for existing or required utility
services and roads on the land must be set aside in the plan of subdivision
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submitted for certification in favour of the relevant authority for which the
easement or site is to be created.
The plan of subdivision submitted for certification under the Subdivision Act
1988 must be referred to the relevant authority in accordance with Section 8
of that Act.
All stormwater drainage from proposed lots 1 & 2 shall be collected separately
within each lot and discharged via a detention system with restricted
discharge to the existing drainage system of the subdivision. Stormwater
drainage works shall be designed and constructed in accordance with the
“Stormwater Drainage System for Residential, Commercial and Industrial
Developments.” A detailed design and plans are to be submitted and
approved by Council’s design engineer prior to the commencement of
construction.
A vehicle crossing is to be constructed to each lot from the common property
driveway in accordance with the Urban Design Standard prior to the issue of a
Statement of Compliance. Any redundant crossings and/or kerb laybacks are
to be removed and the kerb and channel reinstated to match the adjacent
profile.
Access to proposed lots 1 & 2 must be via the common property driveway.
Direct access from Sea Lake Road is not permitted. This condition was
applied by VicRoads to a previous subdivision of this land, and is still relevant.
Note.
A building permit shall be obtained prior to the construction of the
development. All works to comply with the requirements of the Building Code
of Australia.
All works carried out within the road reserve associated with this approval
require “Consent to the Conduct of Proposed Works on a Road” from the
Responsible Authority. The developer must obtain this consent prior to the
commencement of works. A financial penalty under Council’s Local Law will
be imposed for non-compliance with this condition.
Conditions Required by Lower Murray Water.

8. The plan of subdivision submitted for certification under the Subdivision Act
1988 must be referred to Lower Murray Water pursuant to Section 8 of that
Act.
9. The requirements of Lower Murray Water must be met, in regard to the
provision of water supply and sewerage services to the land, including
payment of all associated costs prior to the Corporation agreeing to the issue
of a Statement of Compliance.
10. The holder of this permit or authorised agent must meet Lower Murray
Water's requirements regarding easements in favour of the Lower Murray
Urban and Rural Water Corporation prior to the submission of any plan of
subdivision for certification.
11. The holder of this permit or authorised agent must apply to Lower Murray
Water in writing and then meet the conditions and terms, including costs,
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under which reticulated water supply and sewerage services will be provided
to each allotment and or the common property prior to the Corporation
consenting to Certification of the plan of subdivision.
Note from Lower Murray Water
Lower Murray Water requires the holder of this permit be advised that the
Owners Corporation is responsible for the maintenance and proper working
order of the common sanitary drain and common water service serving the
allotments and/or common property.

Conditions Required by Powercor.
12. The plan of subdivision submitted for certification under the Subdivision Act
1988 shall be referred to Powercor in accordance with Section 8 of that Act.
13. The applicant shall: Provide an electricity supply to all lots in the subdivision in accordance with
Powercor's requirements and standards, including the extension,
augmentation or re-arrangement of any existing electricity supply system, as
required by Powercor (A payment to cover the cost of such work will be
required). In the event that a supply is not provided the applicant shall
provide a written undertaking to Powercor Australia Ltd that prospective
purchasers will be so informed.
Where buildings or other installations exist on the land to be subdivided and
are connected to the electricity supply system, they shall be brought into
compliance with the Service and Installation Rules issued by the Victorian
Electricity Supply Industry. You shall arrange compliance through a
Registered Electrical Contractor.
Any buildings must comply with the clearances required by the Electricity
Safety (Network Assets) Regulations.
Any construction work must comply with Energy Safe Victoria's "No Go
Zone" rules.
Set aside on the plan of subdivision for the use of Powercor Australia Ltd
reserves and/or easements satisfactory to Powercor Australia Ltd where any
electric substation (other than a pole mounted type) is required to service the
subdivision.
Alternatively, at the discretion of Powercor Australia Ltd a lease(s) of the
site(s) and for easements for associated powerlines, cables and access
ways shall be provided. Such a lease shall be for a period of 30 years at a
nominal rental with a right to extend the lease for a further 30 years.
Powercor Australia Ltd will register such leases on the title by way of a
caveat prior to the registration of the plan of subdivision.
Provide easements satisfactory to Powercor Australia Ltd, where easements
have not been otherwise provided, for all existing Powercor Australia Ltd
electric lines on the land and for any new powerlines required to service the
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lots and adjoining land, save for lines located, or to be located, on public
roads set out on the plan. These easements shall show on the plan an
easement(s) in favour of "Powercor Australia Ltd" for "Powerline Purposes"
pursuant to Section 88 of the Electricity Industry Act 2000.
Obtain for the use of Powercor Australia Ltd any other easement external to
the subdivision required to service the lots.
Adjust the position of any existing easement(s) for powerlines to accord with
the position of the line(s) as determined by survey.
Obtain Powercor Australia Ltd's approval for lot boundaries within any area
affected by an easement for a powerline and for the construction of any
works in such an area.
Provide to Powercor Australia Ltd, a copy of the version of the plan of
subdivision submitted for certification, which shown any amendments which
have been required.
Conditions Required by Telstra.
14. The plan of subdivision submitted for certification must be referred to Telstra
in accordance with Section 8 of the Subdivision Act 1988.
15. Telstra will not consent to the issue of a Statement of Compliance until such
time as the applicant provides satisfactory evidence of compliance with the
above conditions.
Or,
Option B
Issue a Notice of Refusal for the following reasons,
1. The proposal would adversely impact on the neighbourhood character of the
area by creating smaller lots that are at odds with the character of the
immediate area.
2. The proposal would detrimentally increase the amount of traffic using the
common property driveway.

Conclusion
The current proposal is consistent with State planning policy, and the Municipal
Strategic Statement. It satisfies the requirements of the Residential 1 Zone and
policies in relation to medium density housing.
The areas to be addressed are the objections raised by the neighbours surrounding
the common property laneway. The objectors have identified potential adverse
impact on neighbourhood character, increased traffic, child/pedestrian safety,
conflict with reversing vehicles, and increased maintenance costs for the common
property driveway arising from additional traffic as areas of concern that deserve
serious consideration.
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However as the application complies with the State Planning Policy and the
Municipal Strategic Statement, as well as the Residential Zone 1, and the relevant
clause 56 standards it should be supported. The neighbourhood character of the
immediate area would not be adversely affected by the addition of two lots of
approximately 667m2. These are considered to be reasonably large lots for the zone
and support urban consolidation and infill development.
Attachments
Nil.
19/12 Resolved
MOVED Councillor Croft

That Council issue a notice of decision to grant a permit subject to the
conditions as listed in Option A.

SECONDED Councillor Quayle
The Motion was LOST

20/12 Recommendations
MOVED Councillor McPhee
That Council issue a notice of refusal to grant a permit as listed in Option B.
SECONDED Councillor Cruickshank
The Motion was put and CARRIED
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SPECIAL COUNCIL MEETING

Source:
Department:
File Number:

Procedural
Corporate Services
73-11-08/42-01-00

Summary
A formal resolution of Council is sought to schedule a Special Council Meeting date
at 12 noon on Tuesday 4 September for the consideration of:
 Submitters who wish to be heard in relation to the Draft Review of the Swan
Hill Residential Strategy and;
 In camera consideration of confidential report for In Principle Adoption of
Financial Statements

Council Plan Strategy Addressed

Attracting new business - Council will encourage new business development and
will provide support to attract new business investment and expansion in the
community
Recommendations
It is recommended that Council:
1. Resolve to schedule a Special Council Meeting date at 12 noon on
Tuesday 4 September 2012 for the consideration of:


Submitters who wish to be heard in relation to the Draft Review of
the Swan Hill Residential Strategy and;



In camera consideration of confidential report for In Principle
Adoption of Financial Statements

Policy Implications
Nil
Financial and Resource Implications
Nil
Triple Bottom Line Impact
Nil
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Background
A Special Council meeting for the consideration of the Review of the Submission to
the Draft Swan Hill Residential Strategy will ensure that Councillors are able to hear
directly from submitters. The draft has been on public consultation, originally for 28
days to Friday 17 August and then extended to Friday 31 August to allow additional
time for interested parties to develop submissions.
A requirement of the Audit process of Council’s Financial Statements is that Council
first pass a resolution adopting the statement “in principle”. In order to comply with
Audit timelines a Special Council meeting is required.
Issues
Procedural Report.
Consultation
The Special Council Meeting is to be advertised in accordance with Council
protocols.
Options
Councillors are requested to decide whether to resolve to call a Special Meeting of
Council.
Conclusion
A formal resolution of Council is sought to schedule a Special Council Meeting date
at 12 noon on Tuesday 4 September for the consideration of:
 Submitters who wish to be heard in relation to the Draft Review of the Swan
Hill Residential Strategy and;
 In camera consideration of confidential report for In Principle Adoption of
Financial Statements

Attachments
Nil.
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21/12 Resolved
MOVED Councillor Norton

That Council:
1. Resolve to schedule a Special Council Meeting date at 12 noon on
Tuesday 4 September 2012 for the consideration of:


Submitters who wish to be heard in relation to the Draft Review of
the Swan Hill Residential Strategy and;



In camera consideration of confidential report for In Principle
Adoption of Financial Statements



In Camera report of a confidential report for a possible land
purchase.

SECONDED Councillor Cruickshank
The Motion was put and CARRIED
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SWAN HILL PLANNING SCHEME AMENDMENT C40 NORTH PARK
PANEL REPORT

Source:
Department:
File Number:

Procedural
Chief Executive
73-02-106

Summary
The purpose of this report is to provide Council with the outcome of the Planning
Panel report prepared for the Swan Hill Planning Scheme Amendment C40 North
Park.
The Amendment proposed to rezone a portion of North Park to Business 1 from
Public Park and Recreation and apply a development plan overlay (Scheme 4 Swan
Hill CBD – Northern Commercial Gateway).
In addition to amend clause 22.13 (Swan Hill Central Business District) by identifying
the subject site within Precinct 1 (Retail) on the map attached to the clause.
The Department of Treasury and Finance acting on behalf of the owner of the land
the Victorian State Government requested that the Swan Hill Rural City Council
undertake this planning process to rezone the land.
As a result of the amendment C40 being exhibited a total of six objections were
received and efforts to mediate with the objectors were not successful.
Council at its meeting November 2011 requested the Minister for Planning convene
a Planning Panel to consider the amendment C40 and report back to Council.
The Minister for Planning appointed a Planning Panel consisting of one member Ms
Margaret Baird.
Directions hearings were held in Swan Hill on the 27 March and 11 May 2012.
The Panel Hearing was conducted on the 27 and 28 June 2012 in Swan Hill.
The Planning Panel Report has been received by Council and it recommends the
adoption of the Amendment C40 with modifications.
A full copy of the Planning Panel Report on Amendment C40 is attached.
Council must now consider the Panel Report and determine whether to advise the
Minister for Planning of its support for the recommendation or an alternative course
of action.
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Council Plan Strategy Addressed

Attracting new business - Council will encourage new business development and
will provide support to attract new business investment and expansion in the
community
Recommendations
It is recommended that Council:
1. Note and receive
recommendations

the

Planning

Panel

Victoria

Report

and

2. Support the recommendations of Planning Panel Victoria
3. Adopt the C40 Amendment in accordance with Planning Panel Victoria
recommendations
4. Write to the Minister for Planning, requesting approval of the
Amendment
Policy Implications
The process to rezone the subject site has been undertaken in accordance with the
Planning and Environment Act.
Financial and Resource Implications
Council has had to allocate both financial and staff resources to the rezoning
process over an extended period of time in addition to having had to make
contributions towards the costs associated with the relocation to user groups and the
removal of infrastructure from the subject site.
It is not unreasonable for Council to approach the Victorian State Government to
discuss the possible reimbursement of costs incurred.
Triple Bottom Line Impact
Social
Provisions of additional facilities on the site once determined will be of a positive
benefit
Economic
The site once developed will provide an opportunity to further enhance the Swan Hill
CBD and create employment opportunities.
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Environmental
Any Possible loss of open space will be offset by the Development of other areas of
open space in the vicinity of the site.

Background
Since 2007 Council has been investigating the possibility of rezoning a portion of the
North Park Reserve to allow for its potential redevelopment as a part of Swan Hill’s
CBD.
Discussions have involved a number of State Government Departments such as the
Department of Treasury and Finance and the Department of Sustainability and
Environment on behalf of the ultimate owner of the land the Victorian State
Government.
Indeed a period of two years lapsed whilst a piece of legislation was prepared which
ultimately saw the Crown Land status removed from the portion of the site under
consideration for rezoning.
Council at one stage was considering purchasing the land itself and then undertaking
a tender process to dispose of it however could not reach agreement on a valuation
price.
There has been interest shown in the site from National Companies but again it must
be stated that there is and has never been an agreement for a purchase due to the
fact that the Council cannot sell something it does not own.
If the rezoning is ultimately successful, the Department of Treasury and Finance on
behalf of the Victorian State Government will undertake the sale process involving an
expression of interest and tender process.
Amendment C40 proposed to rezone a portion of North Park (1.762 HA) to business
1 with a development plan overlay (DPO4) to guide the future use of the land and
development outcomes including the retention of the subject site as an opportunity
for a major retail anchor.
When the amendment was advertised and during the ongoing discussion there was
opposition to the proposal from the business community, residents and user groups
of facilities at North Park.
There was also an indication of support for the proposal from other areas of the
general community.
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Over the passage of time during consideration of this matter Council has engaged in
discussion with user groups impacted.

Issues
The Panel Hearing was conducted in Swan Hill on the 27 and 28 June 2012 and
considered a wide range of issues put to the Panel from a variety of people.
Councils Planning Advocate was Mr Merrett of Isis Planning and expert open space
evidence was provided by Ms Jeavons.
Mr Stokans (Russell Kennedy Solicitors) appeared for Messers J.Gleeson, G.Salvo,
G.Cleeland and B.Templeton.
Others to appear were:











Mallee Eagles Junior Football Club
Swan Hill District Band
Swan Hill Scouts and Cubs
RSL Cricket Club
Mr P.Beardsley
Dr J.Harrison
Mr I.Tripodi
Mr B.Wood
Mr B.Hilton
Mr A.Ridgeway

The issues presented and discussed were as follows:
A. Strategic Justification and the CBD’s Role
Councils Position
Justification as this process started almost ten years ago and has been entertained
since 2004 in a variety of reviews.
Amendments Economic Impacts had been considered and would have referred to
the Essential Economics Report if we could.
Business 1 most appropriate to allow for adjustments to commercial and retail
markets.
Land is adjacent to B1 Land.
Rezoning would not fragment the CBD as the land is not a remote site.
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Population growth will occur

Submitters Opposing
The main points of those opposing the rezoning were:








Insufficient investigation of other sites
No Economic Assessment to justify
2005 review supported non retail development of site
MSS has a strong statement to protect the CBD
Current shops are vacant and at a high level of vacancies
Other sites within the CBD should be redeveloped
Employment would not be created due to loss of jobs from existing
businesses
 DPO4 Limits the use of the site
 Other uses of the site had not been investigated
Panels View and Findings
The Panel’s view on these matters is summarised as :
 Very clear difference of opinion exists between the parties
 Consideration of the themes – principle of sale of public land for private or
commercial purposes, best use of land, economic impacts on the CBD,
alternative sites.
Sale of land
 No view formed an alternative identified purpose due to no information being
provided.
 State Government can choose to sell the land and disperse the funds in
anyway they see fit.
Best Use of Land
 Under B1 there are many options that might exist and the Amendment should
not be abandoned or deferred for further study.
 Over time uses might change and B1 allows for options outside of retailing
Development Expectations
 Considerable amounts of documentation to consider which has indicated that
the site has been looked at as a part of the CBD for some time but has been
the subject of ongoing investigation through various planning processes.
 Not always considered as a retail site non required due to demand.
 Other zones have been considered in the past for the site.
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 Through the progression of Planning Amendment there has been a change on
the future of the zoning on the site which makes it clearer.
 There is strategic basis for Amendment C40 due to outcomes of Amendment
C39
 Residential interfaces to the South West and West are sensitive.
Economic Impacts
 No final/adopted analysis not withstanding the extent to which the subject site
in whole or part has been regarded as a commercial property.
 No parties relied on the Essential Economics Report but the panel did note
aspects of the report but it cannot carry significant or influential weight.
 There are vacant and under utilised sites but does not believe this should be
reason above to reject the rezoning.
 This matter could be considered in an economic assessment as a part of the
development plan DPO4
 Most activity centres will have a level of empty shops.
 No evidence presented to support the assertion that the rezoning would lead
to an over supply of business land in central Swan Hill.
 Modest population growth likely to occur.
 Panel is not satisfied that a major retail tenant as an anchor must be a
prescribed outcome in DPO4.
 Rezoning should proceed with further assessment of specific land uses
through a development plan.
3.4 Conclusion and Recommendation
For the above reasons, the Panel finds there is strategic justification for the rezoning
of the subject site giving effect to State and local policy for the future growth of the
Swan Hill CBD. That is subject to further work with respect to land use and
development outcomes being resolved through the preparation of a development
plan including urban design and economic assessments. The latter can provide the
basis for any specific retail-based uses to be nominated.
The Panel therefore recommends that Amendment C40 should be modified to:
 Reduce the area affected by the Amendment as shown as shown on the
revised plan submitted by the planning authority (replicated in Figue 4 of this
report0;
 Delete references requiring a major retail attractor or anchor outlet in DPO4;
and
 As a consequence of the gazettal of Amendment C39:
 Delete reference to Clause 22.13 as the Clause is no longer part of the
Scheme;
 Amend the map Clause 21.10-1 to show the land within CBD Precinct 1;
and
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Refer to DPO4 in Clause 21.04-2 under “Application to zone and overlays”

Loss of Open Space

On this matter the Panel had to consider:
 Would the rezoning result in an unacceptable loss of open space.
 Will the proposed replacement on offset for any loss of open space be
acceptable?
Councils Position
 The subject land is passive open space and there is sufficient passive open
space in the area to cater for community needs eg Riverside Park, Ken
Harrison.
Submitters Opposing





Offset being relied upon already exist and are not new.
Open space double dipping.
Erosion of open space over time.
Need for an independent study on open space

Panels Views and Findings
 Open Space at the subject site has eroded overtime
 Subject site has mainly a passive open space role
 No evidence to suggest a high degree of passive recreation or sporting use
has a specific demand for a use to be accommodated on the subject site
 Other site could accommodate future requirements
 Panel accepts the loss of open space will not be detrimental to the overall
open space networks
 Murray River corridor has to be developed further to connect it to the CBD
 Riverside Park is an acceptable offset for the loss of open space
Panel Conclusion
The Panel concluded that the loss of North Park (1.62 HA of open space for passive
or active recreation can be offset by the acquisition and development of land
associated with the developing Riverside Park Precinct.
C.

Impacts on Park User Groups

The panel considered what would be the impact on the users of the two halls in
North Park and would the rezoning result in unreasonable impacts on users of the
North Park Oval.
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User Impacts - Halls
 Scouts, Cubs, Swan Hill Band and Dance Club indicated that they would
prefer to stay as they have worked hard to establish the facilities which they
believe are in generally good condition.
 They would not like to share a facility.
 The band acknowledge Council were working to find an alternative venue but
they wanted long term tenure.
User Impacts - Oval
 Football Club (Mallee Eagles) and Cricket Club (RSL) expressed concern
about process.
 Concern at lack of space on eastern boundary.
 Loss of open space.
 Lack of buffer.
 Clubs would be forced to relocate.

Council Position
 Council has been consulting over an extended period of time.
 Council had sought and obtained agreement from the Department of Treasury
and Finance to reduce the overall size of the subject site to allow for nose to
fence car parking, retention of the toilet block, vegetation to be retained and
the provision of an access path.
 With the proposed amendment the oval would remain fully functional
 Council continue to discuss and negotiate on alternative venues for the hall
users.
Panel view and funding
 Amendment C40 would have an adverse impact on the users of the two halls
due to the loss of accommodation and the need to relocate.
 Relocation would not necessarily require open space but would require
suitable arrangements to be made to cater for their needs
 The panel acknowledges that the Council has committed to the process to
relocate the users.
 DPO4 must allow for the ongoing functionality of the oval to enable existing
users to continue to train and compete on the oval
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Panel recommends that the Swan Hill Rural City Council give a formal
commitment to facilitate the relocation of existing user of the two halls on the
subject site to new premises with long term security of tenure and appropriate
facilities to support the groups and their activities
Residential interface issues
The panel had to consider whether concerns about noise, built form, other potential
off-site amenity impacts could be sufficiently addressed and how the potential
impacts might be managed.
Submissions
 No third party rights would mean residents would not be able to comment on
matters such as deliveries and loading.
 Loss of open space and amenity.

Council position
 DPO would address these matters through an Urban Design Assessment.
Panel’s view and findings
 Development of the site would have the potential to affect the amenity of
existing residents.
 Development plan can provide a more detailed assessment of potential
impacts.
 True that there are no formal third party rights in the preparation of a
development plan.
 DPO4 can require the public display of a development plan.
 Permit application would need to be assessed in the context of an approved
development plan.
 Permit application would still be required to consider and be assessed against
the decision guidelines of Clause 34.01 and the development plan itself.
The panel recommends the potential off-site amenity impacts will require detailed
consideration in the preparation of designs for future users of the site and need to be
catered for in DPO4.
E. Statutory tool and drafting
The panel had to consider whether DPO4 was appropriate with respect to third party
involvement, ability to grant a permit before a development plan is prepared and the
need for an economic impact assessment.
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Submissions
 DPO4 would focus on a major retail use and limit third party involvement in
any permit application.
Council position
 Development plan would be expected and Council would have informal
consultation through that process.
 Several options had been considered such as design and development
overlay
 DPO preferred as it could target land use outcomes
Panel’s view and findings
 Use of the DPO is acceptable in the circumstances of the subject site having
regard to the panel’s conclusions.
 DPO allows for the entire site to be planned for
 DPO enables a development plan to make provision for use as well as
development.
 Components of the development plan are critical. The DPO4 as prepared is
generally acceptable but will be amended to reflect the findings of the panel
and refine some language.
 Deletion of the proposed provision that a permit can be granted before a
development plan is prepared to the satisfaction of the responsible authority.
 Deleting references to a major anchor retailer/outlet being a required
outcome.
 Adding a consultation process into the DPO with respect to the preparation
and consideration of a development plan together with any amendments to
the development plan.
The panel noted the uncertainty, too much latitude and no third party rights if a
permit was granted before a development plan was prepared.
The panel recommended that the DPO be amended in accordance with wording
contained in Appendix E.
Overview of the panel’s report and recommendations
The panel has undertaken a comprehensive review of the issues presented by all
parties.
The recommendations have and proposed amendments to the DPO4 (Appendix
E) have been reviewed by Council’s planning advocate who advises that he them
to be fair and reasonable.
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The suggested recommendations and amendments improve the situation in his
opinion.

Consultation
With respect to amendment C40 there has been considerable discussion and
debate through the formal process associated with the Planning Scheme
Amendment.
In addition to these processes, Council has also conducted a variety of
information sessions relating to the amendment.
Within the general community there has also been widespread and significant
debate on the merits of the amendment.
The panel report has been made available to the community.

Options
Council must consider the panels report in accordance with section 27 of the
Planning and Environment Act.
The options available to the Council with respect to the Panel Report are:
 Adopt the Amendment with or without changes.
 Abandon the amendment
And following a decision must advise the Minister for Planning of its decision.

Conclusion
Through the Panels report Amendment C40 has been enhanced and reflects the
concerns of the submitters in the amendments made.
Whilst there will be no doubt continued debate on the overall merit of the
amendment, the recommendation of the panel is to support the proposed
amendment C40 subject to the suggested modifications.
This is after the panel has given considered deliberation on matters raised during the
hearing in recognising this fact, Council should also be aware that there is a
considerable amount of work to be undertaken in the event of them recommending
to the Minister for Planning Adoptions of Amendment C40.
Council must consider what it will recommend to the Minister and advise accordingly.
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Attachments
1 PANEL REPORT SWAN HILL PLANNING SCHEME AMENDMENT C40
NORTH PARK
Councillor Cruickshank and Councillor Croft left the chambers due to a conflict of
interest at 9.22pm
The Chief Executive Officer Dennis Hovenden advised of a request to table a letter
from Mr Cleeland and how Council might consider the request in accordance with
Local Law 1.
22/12 Recommendations
MOVED Councillor Norton
That Council receive Mr Cleeland’s electronic letter and consider it as being
tabled at the meeting.
SECONDED Councillor Jennings
The Motion was put and CARRIED
23/12 Resolved
MOVED Councillor Quayle
That Council:
1. Note and receive
recommendations

the

Planning

Panel

Victoria

Report

and

2. Support the recommendations of Planning Panel Victoria
3. Adopt the C40 Amendment in accordance with Planning Panel Victoria
recommendations
3. Write to the Minister for Planning, requesting approval of the
Amendment

SECONDED Councillor Norton
The Motion was put and CARRIED
Councillor Cruickshank and Councillor Croft returned to the chambers at 9.58pm and
were informed of the decision.
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PANEL REPORT SWAN HILL PLANNING SCHEME AMENDMENT C40
NORTH PARK

Attachment as supplied
 Panel Report Swan Hill Planning Scheme
Amendment C40 North Park
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SECTION C – DECISIONS WHICH NEED ACTION/RATIFICATION
C.12.10

SIGN & SEAL REPORT

Source:
Department:

Procedural
Chief Executive

Summary
The following documents and agreements have been signed and sealed by the
Councillors and the Chief Executive Officer on the respective dates. Those actions
require the ratification of the Council.
Recommendations
It is recommended that Council ratify the actions of signing and sealing the
documents under delegation as scheduled.

Policy Implications
Nil
Financial and Resource Implications
Nil
Triple Bottom Line Impact
Not applicable
Background
During the course of any month Council is required to sign and seal a range of
documents arising from decisions made on a previous occasion(s). Examples
include sale of land, entering into funding arrangements for Council programs etc.
As the decision to enter into these agreements has already been made, these
documents are signed and sealed when received, with Council ratifying the signing
and sealing at the next Council meeting.
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Issues
The following documents were signed and sealed since the last Council meeting:
No.

Document Type

Document Description

Date
signed/sealed

455

Transfer of Land

Between Swan Hill Rural City Council 19/07/12
and Anderson Lot 157 Acacia Street,
Tower Hill

456

Vehicle
Salary Between Swan Hill Rural City Council 30/07/12
Packaging
and Custom Fleet
Agreement

Consultation
Not Applicable
Options
Not Applicable
Conclusion
Council authorise the signing and sealing of the above documents.
Attachments
Nil.
24/12 Resolved
MOVED Councillor Norton
That Council ratify the actions of signing and sealing the
documents under delegation as scheduled.
SECONDED Councillor McPhee
The Motion was put and CARRIED
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COUNCILLOR ASSEMBLIES - RECORD OF ATTENDANCE AND
AGENDA ITEMS

Source:
Department:

Procedural
Chief Executive

Summary
The Local Government Act 1989 requires that the details of Councillor Assemblies
must be reported to Council meetings on a monthly basis.

Council Plan Strategy Addressed

Councillor and Staff accountability - Council will represent the interests of our
community and will conduct its affairs openly and with integrity, reflecting high levels
of good governance
Recommendations
It is recommended that Council note the contents of the report.

Policy Implications
Council must comply with the requirements of the Local Government Act 1989.
Financial and Resource Implications
Nil
Triple Bottom Line Impact
Nil
Background
The State Government has amended the Local Government Act 1989 which requires
Council to report on Councillor Assemblies.
Whilst Minutes do not have to be recorded, Agenda items and those in attendance
must be and a report presented to Council.
An assembly of Councillors is defined as a meeting that is planned or scheduled at
which at least half the Council and one Officer are in attendance.
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It should be noted that no formal decisions can be made at an assembly but rather
direction can be given that is likely to lead to a formal decision of Council.
Council must receive a report at the next practical Ordinary Council Meeting after the
assembly is held.
Details of the most recent assemblies of Council are attached.
Issues
Nil
Consultation
Nil
Options
Council must comply with the legislation.
Conclusion
In accordance with the legislation details of the assemblies as required are attached.
Attachments
1 COUNCILLOR ASSEMBLY ATTENDANCE/AGENDA

25/12 Resolved
MOVED Councillor Norton
That Council note the contents of the report.

SECONDED Councillor McPhee
The Motion was put and CARRIED
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COUNCILLOR ASSEMBLIES ATTENDANCE AND AGENDA
17 July, 2012 at 5pm
COUNCIL CHAMBERS, MEETING ROOM 1, SWAN HILL
AGENDA ITEMS
 South West Development Precinct Development Contribution Plan
 Swan Hill Residential review

ADDITIONAL ITEMS DISCUSSED

ATTENDANCE
Councillors
 Councillor Croft
 Councillor Katis
 Councillor Jennings
 Councillor McPhee
 Councillor Cruickshank

Apologies
 Councillor Quayle
 Councillor Norton
 David Leahy, Director Infrastructure
Officers
 Dennis Hovenden, Chief Executive Officer
 David Lenton, Director Corporate Services
 Leanne Mulcahy, Director Development & Planning
 Bruce Myers, Director Community & Cultural Services
 Guy Romeo, Development Manager
Other
 David Merrett, Isis Planning
CONFLICT OF INTEREST
Councillor Croft – Conflict of interest with the South West Development
Precinct Contribution Plan. Left the meeting at 5.05pm.
Councillor Jennings – Perceived conflict of interest, investment in industrial
land but will stay in the meeting as no decision is being made.
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COUNCILLOR ASSEMBLIES ATTENDANCE AND AGENDA
24 July, 2012 at 1pm
COUNCIL CHAMBERS, MEETING ROOM 1, SWAN HILL
AGENDA ITEMS
 Works in Progress – Infrastructure
 2012 Revaluation Trends
 User Fees and Charges Report
 KODE school
 Unfunded Superannuation

ADDITIONAL ITEMS DISCUSSED
Nil
ATTENDANCE
Councillors
 Councillor Croft
 Councillor Katis
 Councillor Jennings
 Councillor McPhee
 Councillor Cruickshank
Apologies
 Councillor Quayle
 Councillor Norton
 Leanne Mulcahy, Director Development & Planning

Officers
 Dennis Hovenden, Chief Executive Officer
 David Lenton, Director Corporate Services
 Bruce Myers, Director Community & Cultural Services
 David Leahy, Director Infrastructure
 Dallas Free, Works Manager
 Andrew Bruggy, Manager Engineering Services
 Pat Ahern, Manager Corporate Operations
 Tony Heffer, Customer Service and Revenue Manager
 Bryan Donhardt, Senior Revenue Officer

Other
 Lawrence Moser and Sue Connelly KODE School

CONFLICT OF INTEREST
Nil
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COUNCILLOR ASSEMBLIES ATTENDANCE AND AGENDA
31 July, 2012 at 1pm
COUNCIL CHAMBERS, MEETING ROOM 1, SWAN HILL
AGENDA ITEMS
 Key Strategic Initiatives – Fourth Quarter
 Local Government Amendment (misc) Bill 2012
 Knight Road, Robinvale
 Confidential – North Park Rezoning C40 Panel Report
Confidential Under Section 77.2C 89(2) which states
(2) For the purposes of this section, information is
confidential information if—
(c) subject to subsection (3), the information has been
designated in writing as confidential information by the Chief
Executive Officer specifying the relevant ground or grounds
applying under section 89(2) and the Council has not passed
a resolution that the information is not confidential.
ADDITIONAL ITEMS DISCUSSED
Nil
ATTENDANCE
Councillors
 Councillor Croft
 Councillor Katis
 Councillor Jennings
 Councillor Cruickshank

Apologies
 Councillor Quayle
 Councillor Norton
 Councillor McPhee
Officers
 Dennis Hovenden, Chief Executive Officer
 David Lenton, Director Corporate Services
 Leanne Mulcahy, Director Development & Planning
 Bruce Myers, Director Community & Cultural Services
 David Leahy, Director Infrastructure
 Lisa Faraci, HR and Governance Manager
 Makayla Rust, Governance Officer
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Other
CONFLICT OF INTEREST
North Park - No declaration of conflict of interest as Councillors discussed
procedural matters only.
COUNCILLOR ASSEMBLIES ATTENDANCE AND AGENDA
7 August, 2012 at 2pm
EDU Information Centre, SWAN HILL
AGENDA ITEMS
 2012 Customer Satisfaction Survey Report
 Disability Action Plan
 GMW Presentation
 Livestock Exchange Draft Redevelopment

ADDITIONAL ITEMS DISCUSSED
Nil
ATTENDANCE
Councillors
 Councillor Croft
 Councillor Katis
 Councillor Cruickshank
 Councillor McPhee

Apologies
 Councillor Quayle
 Councillor Norton
 Councillor Jennings
Officers
 Dennis Hovenden, Chief Executive Officer
 David Lenton, Director Corporate Services
 Leanne Mulcahy, Director Development & Planning
 Bruce Myers, Director Community & Cultural Services
 David Leahy, Director Infrastructure
 Lisa Faraci, HR and Governance Manager
 Makayla Rust, Governance Officer
 Pat Ahern, Manager Corporate Operations
 Clinton Hucker, Rural Access Coordinator

Other
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 Ross Plunkett, GMW
 Scott Morath, GMW
 Bill Vowles, Kattle Gear
CONFLICT OF INTEREST
The CEO declared a conflict of interest to the GMW presentation and took no
part in the discussion nor did he provide any advice on matters raised.

COUNCILLOR ASSEMBLIES ATTENDANCE AND AGENDA
14 August, 2012 at 2pm
EDU Information Centre, SWAN HILL
AGENDA ITEMS
 Regional Arts Victoria Update
 Communications Strategy Review
 North Park Land Rezoning – Planning Process
 Decommissioning Waitchie Hall
 Robinvale Economic Development Strategy

ADDITIONAL ITEMS DISCUSSED
Nil
ATTENDANCE
Councillors
 Councillor Croft
 Councillor Katis
 Councillor Cruickshank
 Councillor McPhee
 Councillor Norton
 Councillor Jennings

Apologies
 Councillor Quayle
 David Lenton, Director Corporate Services
 David Leahy, Director Infrastructure

Officers
 Dennis Hovenden, Chief Executive Officer
 Leanne Mulcahy, Director Development & Planning
 Bruce Myers, Director Community & Cultural Services
 Lisa Faraci, HR and Governance Manager
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COUNCILLOR ASSEMBLY ATTENDANCE/AGENDA

Felicia Chalmers, Media and Public Relations Coordinator
Dionne Thompson, Properties Maintenance Officer
Janelle Earle, Economic Development & Tourism Executive
Emma Morpeth, Economic Development & Tourism Project Officer

Other
 Kim Bennett, Regional Arts Victoria
CONFLICT OF INTEREST
North Park - No declaration of conflict of interest as Councillors discussed
procedural matters only.
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SECTION D – NOTICES OF MOTION
D.12.2

ESTABLISHMENT OF HEADSPACE FACILITY

Having given due notice, Councillor Greg Cruickshank MOVED that:
Council write to
1. That Council writes to the Federal Minister The Hon. Mark Butler again
to reiterate the Swan Hill Community’s need for a Headspace facility and
request a meeting to discuss such a proposal.
2. That Council writes to Federal Member Mr. John Forrest to again
impress upon him the need for a Headspace facility in Swan Hill and that
he takes the Community’s petition to be read in Parliament.
3. That Council through its Federal Member Mr. John Forrest request he
set up a meeting with the Minister The Hon. Mark Butler.
4. That Council writes again to our local State Member The Hon. Peter
Walsh expressing the need for a Headspace facility in the Swan Hill.
5. That Council seek urgent meetings with our State and Federal Members
as well as Ministers in order to facilitate a discussion with regard to
immediate solutions.
6. That Council continues to play a lead role in the Swan Hill Headspace
Working Group.

Preamble
The need for a Headspace facility for the Swan Hill Region has been well
established.
The statistics with regard to our ‘at risk’ and vulnerable youth are alarming to say the
least.
I don’t feel the need to list those statistics, I think we all know them well enough.
But one thing that needs to be said again and again is that our young people and the
agencies that are trying to help them need more help.
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There is a lack of trained professionals in the regions help our ‘at risk’ young people.
The unfortunate choice of words in the media from the Ministers both State and
Federal with regard to Swan Hill missing out in the last round of Headspace funding
shows a real lack of understanding of the issues that are being faced in our region.
This acknowledgement of need should be addressed by the Minister’s in the first
instance.
While Headspace should always be the primary objective, The next round of
Headspace funding selections are not for another six months and there is every
chance larger centres will get the nod ahead of Swan Hill. That will mean that there
is a very real chance that a Headspace solution may not be forthcoming for over 12
months.
Our young people with mental health problems and are at risk cannot wait that long.
There is a need to have local solutions in place now. The local multi agency
approach is a giant step forward achieving some great outcomes and the search for
local solutions is commendable but they do need more help.
Innovative solutions have to be sought immediately.
This requires the help and commitment of our political leaders.
The Facebook petition generated by the community as a community response has
been nothing short of amazing. Both of our political leaders should be requested to
have this petition table in both parliaments
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26/12 Having given due notice, Councillor Greg Cruickshank MOVED that:

Council write to
1. That Council writes to the Federal Minister The Hon. Mark Butler again
to reiterate the Swan Hill Community’s need for a Headspace facility and
request a meeting to discuss such a proposal.
2. That Council writes to Federal Member Mr. John Forrest to again
impress upon him the need for a Headspace facility in Swan Hill and that
he takes the Community’s petition to be read in Parliament.
3. That Council through its Federal Member Mr. John Forrest request he
set up a meeting with the Minister The Hon. Mark Butler.
4. That Council writes again to our local State Member The Hon. Peter
Walsh expressing the need for a Headspace facility in the Swan Hill and
that he take the petition to read in State Parliament.
5. That Council seek urgent meetings with our State and Federal Members
as well as Ministers in order to facilitate a discussion with regard to
immediate solutions.
6. That Council continues to play a lead role in the Swan Hill Headspace
Working Group.

SECONDED Councillor Jennings
The Motion was put and CARRIED

27/12 Recommendations
MOVED Councillor McPhee
That Council leave the In Camera Item to the last item so Council are not
moving to go in and out of the meeting for other sections of the report.
SECONDED Councillor Cruickshank
The Motion was put and CARRIED
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SECTION E – IN CAMERA ITEMS
B.12.114

IN CAMERA CONSIDERATION OF CONFIDENTIAL REPORT

Source:
Department:
File Number:

Procedural
Corporate Services
79-08-00

Summary
Council recommends that the meeting be closed to the public whilst the next item is
considered.

28/12 Resolved
MOVED Councillor McPhee
That Council close the meeting to the public on the grounds that the item is a
resolution to close the meeting to members of the public.

SECONDED Councillor Cruickshank
The Motion was put and CARRIED

29/12 Recommendations
MOVED Councillor McPhee
That Council note and ratify the decision taken whilst in committee.
SECONDED Councillor Jennings
The Motion was put and CARRIED
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SECTION F – URGENT ITEMS NOT INCLUDED IN AGENDA
Nil
SECTION G – TO CONSIDER & ORDER ON COUNCILLOR REPORTS
Councillor David Quayle
 Attended Central Murray Regional Waste Management Group Meeting in
Kerang
 Attended Black Dog Presentation and Dinner (presentation by Ric Raftis)
Councillor Greg Cruickshank
 Official opening Clock Tower
 Library e-audio launch
 Central Murray Transport Meeting
 Peter Walsh Christmas in July
 Welcome to the Afghan Refugees – St Mary’s Parish Centre
 Speed Field Days
 State Schools Extravaganza
 Swan Hill Fire Brigade Annual Diner
 Opening Riverside Café
 Black Dog Ride for depression
 Pionneer Settlement Redevelopment Meeting
 Residential Housing Strategy Meeting
 Muddied Waters presentation
Councillor Greg Cruickshank
 Lake Boga Inc AGM
 Opening Clock Tower – Café Allure
 Ratepayers Association AGM
 MMLLEN committee meeting
 Lake Boga Economic Development Strategy Meeting with officers held at EDU
 Planning Mediation Meeting EDU
 State Schools Extravaganza
 Blck Dog Ride Dinner hosted by Lions Club

Councillor Yvonne Jennings
 South West Development Precinct information meeting
 Festa Carmine Dinner Italian Social Club
 Community Radio
 Mallee Family Care Early Childhood Meeting
 Working Group Mallee Domestic Violence service
 Better Boards Conference as delegate from Financial Counseling Service
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Street Tree Committee meeting
Planning permit mediation
Present certificates at State Schools Extravaganza
Principal for a Day pre-meeting
Community Radio
Extravaganza opening and certificate presentation
Black Dog Ride to the Red Centre for Depression arrival
Dinner and Presentation Black Dog Ride Bikers
Arts Victoria roundtable – Emerge Cultural Hub
Online everyday encouraging and monitoring Headspace/facebook page as
well as personal support

Councillor Gary Norton
 Attended Manangatang Improvement Group Meeting and Chaired elections at
AGM
 Attended Meeting for Nyah District Action Group
 Attended and Officially opened the new facility of the Nyah District Community
Hub incorporated opportunity shop and Men’s Shed
Councillor Bill Croft
 Senior Citizens AGM
 Library e-audio launch
 BPW change over dinner
 Opening of Season Swan Hill City Bowls Club
 The Opening of the new Kiosk/Café and Riverside Caravan Park
 Black Dog Ride dinner
Councillor John Katis
 Launch of Robinvale Advancing Country Towns
 Official opening of Swan Hill Tower Clock
 Launch of the Library e-audio books (Swan Hill and Robinvale)
 Local Government Ministerial and Mayor and CEO forum Melbourne
 Street Tree Committee
 Iluka Mining Meeting
 Mayor and CEO Public Meeting Robinvale
 Riverside Hostel Mock Deb Ball
 John James Memorial Naming of Oval at Robinvale
 Almond Blossom Festival
 Attended Advance Country Town Meeting
 Meeting at Echuca Murray Group of Councils
 Attended mediation of objectors and applicant on 3 Sea Lake Road Swan Hill
 Attended Vietnam Veterans Day and Laid wreath
 Attended opening of Robinvale Leisure Centre Gym
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There being no further business the Mayor closed the meeting at 10.37pm
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